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Accurate dose reporting for facilities regulated by the Canadian Nuclear Safety 
Commission (CNSC) rely on the proper calibration of their whole body counters (WBCs) for 
the identification and quantification of internal contaminations.  Currently, the calibration 
process of the moving bed whole body counter at the Ontario Power Generation (OPG) Health 
Physics Laboratory does not account for the variability in shape and size of individuals 
measured.  The Monte Carlo software MCNPX was used to calculate counting efficiency 
values for input geometries that could easily be modified.  Simulated peak energy count rates 
for the High Purity Germanium (HPGe) detector used in the WBC from a mixed gamma point 
source were compared against experimental values to validate the modelled detector 
geometry.  The non-responsive layer of the modelled HPGe crystal was modified to minimize 
the discrepancy between computed and experimental count rates for a bare point source 
geometry and the currently used RMC2 calibration phantom.  Following a series of 
simulations with varying source locations along the scanning bed length, the overall moving 
bed efficiencies for the RMC2 and BOttle Mannikin Absorber (BOMAB) phantoms were 
calculated using Gaussian fitting and averaging.  The resulting efficiencies derived from the 
simulations were found to be sufficiently accurate to meet CNSC mean relative bias 
limitations.  Following the completion of this work, efficiency calculations for other 
calibration geometries may be introduced into the model, creating a reference library of 
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Following the discovery of radium by Marie and Pierre Curie in 1898, applications of this 
radiation emitting element became popular, resulting in the historically known incident of the 
“Radium Girls” [1].  The “Radium Girls” were a group of women that contracted radiation 
poisoning by ingesting large amounts of paint containing radium in their workplace.  
Subsequent to the lethal effects these women experienced in the 1920s due to radium 
ingestion, internal contamination within humans became a cause for concern.  Radiation 
protection programs within nuclear facilities have now integrated whole body counting as a 
means of monitoring potential internal contaminations, thereby limiting the absorbed dose of 
individuals within the workplace. 
1.1. INTERNAL DOSIMETRY VIA WHOLE BODY COUNTING  
Since the use of nuclear materials and ionizing radiation began, concerns for safe practice and 
precautionary measures have led to a comprehensive system of radiation protection.  Using a 
direct in vivo measurement procedure known as whole body counting, the activity of a gamma 
emitting radionuclide contamination can be quantified if located within the human body.  In 
regards to internal contaminations, whole body counting relies on gamma emissions with 
energies large enough to leave the body in order to be detected.  This ability to detect these 
internally located radionuclides initiated interest in human exposure studies to ionizing 
radiation, resulting in the development of radiation protection programs to address public 
health and safety concerns.  In the late 1950s and early 1960s, for example, whole body 
measurement studies were conducted to assess radionuclide transfer from agriculture into the 
human diet due to atmospheric nuclear weapons testing and nuclear fallout [2, 3].   
Whole body counting is incorporated into radiation protection programs in a variety of fields 
with nuclear applications to monitor for occupational radiation exposure.  In 1963, a world 
survey documented that 86 percent of operational whole body counters (WBCs) were used for 
occupational monitoring [4].  In the workplace where employees are in close proximity to 
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radioactive material, internal contaminations are a concern due to the ingestion, absorption, or 
inhalation of any radioactive particles.  Following decades of whole body counting studies on 
the uptake, distribution, and retention of internal contaminants, contingency and monitoring 
radiation protection protocols have been improved. 
Within the nuclear industry, health and safety monitoring of employees is a priority for those 
working with and around radioactive materials.  At Ontario Power Generation (OPG), nuclear 
site employees are routinely checked for possible internal contaminations of mixed fission and 
activation products (MFAPs) present within CANDU facilities.  MFAPs are produced from 
the fissioning of UO2 fuel in addition to the activation of zircalloy fuel cladding, stainless 
steel, moderator water and the annulus gas system [5].  The possibility exists of the migration 
of MFAPs from the reactor core through the heat transport system, contaminating surfaces in 
areas where maintenance and repairs are required.  Therefore, screening of internal 
contaminations is frequently conducted for individuals who may be working in these areas, 
such as fuel handling personnel.  Dosimetry laboratories of licensed facilities, such as the 
OPG Health Physics Laboratory (HPL) in Whitby, ON, use a WBC to assess internal 
contaminations.  WBC measurements help to ensure that everyday workplace activities are 
conducted in a safe manner, limiting personal radiation exposure to Canadian Nuclear Safety 
Commission (CNSC) regulations.   
In the 1920s early whole body counting measurements were taken using ionization chambers, 
but were proven to be difficult to calibrate due to low sensitivity [6].  However, during the 
post-World War II years health concerns arose due to nuclear fallout possibilities leading to 
the development of better detection systems.  Since that time scintillation detectors and solid-
state detectors, such as sodium iodide (NaI) and High Purity Germanium (HPGe) respectively, 
have been incorporated into whole body counting systems. 
Presently, WBCs are built with a set of radiation detectors housed in a generously shielded 
structure to minimize background and cosmic radiation contributions.  Generally, there are 
two types of shielding available for WBCs: a shielded counting room or a standalone machine 
with shadow shielding.  Shielding rooms are commonly found in regions with high 
background radiation or where facilities require low energy photon measurements.  For 
example, at the In Vivo Radiobioassay and Research Facility (Richland, WA, USA) there are 
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four shielded rooms created from pre-World War II materials, absent of any radioactive 
contaminants due to nuclear testing [7].   Conversely, shadow shielding WBCs have a more 
compact design and can therefore become portable systems, such as the Canberra FastScan.  
1.2. MOTIVATION OF THE STUDY 
Amongst the OPG facilities, two different WBC configurations are in use: Canberra 
FastScans, which are located onsite at the Pickering and Darlington plants, and a moving bed 
WBC located at the HPL.  The Canberra FastScan WBC requires individuals to stand within a 
shielding enclosure facing the detectors for measurement.  However, in some circumstances 
stepping into and comfortably fitting within the FastScan is a problem due to the confining 
dimensions of the WBC design for persons with a larger upper body region.  Alternative 
measurement arrangements are therefore made to be completed at the HPL using the moving 
bed WBC.  The moving bed WBC acquires measurements by scanning individuals lying on a 
moving bed underneath a set of detectors with a clearance distance of 48 cm between the bed 
and the bottom of the detector castle.   
As a licensed dosimetry laboratory, the HPL must be able to measure the activities and 
activity concentrations of radionuclides for which they are licensed, in compliance with the 
CNSC regulations [8].   The activity of a source is defined as the transition rate of atomic 
nuclei [9], where each transition results in a probabilistic radiation emission that can be 
detected.  Determining the activity of an internal contamination enables calculations of the 
absorbed dose received by a contaminated individual.  To assess the system’s ability to meet 
standard minimum testing levels, independent testing is conducted by Health Canada (Ottawa, 
ON) for the HPL moving bed WBC.  These levels represent the smallest amount of 
radioactive material that the dosimetry service should be able to measure [8], certifying that 
the WBC is up to standards and accurate dose reporting can be achieved.  The goal of these 
tests is to determine the radionuclides present within a series of phantoms containing a 
radioactive solution, simulating internally distributed contaminations within the human body, 
and their activities.  The phantoms used are physical models manufactured with materials that 
simulate a body’s tissue with respect to its interaction with ionizing radiation, and are 
typically used to calibrate in vivo measurement systems [9].   
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Table 1.1.   
Effective dose limits for nuclear energy workers, pregnant nuclear energy workers, and the general public [10]. 
PERSON PERIOD EFFECTIVE DOSE 
mSv 
Nuclear energy worker, including a pregnant 
nuclear energy worker 
(a) One-year dosimetry period 50 
(b)  Five-year dosimetry period 100 
Pregnant nuclear energy worker Balance of the pregnancy 4 
A person who is not a nuclear energy worker One calendar year 1 
 
Effective dose limits in Canada have been assigned to nuclear energy workers, pregnant 
nuclear workers, and the general public (Table 1.1) in radiation protection regulations 
imposed by the CNSC.  In order to calculate the resulting committed effective doses for 
comparison to the regulated occupational limitation, estimates of the intake activity must be 
calculated.    
The intake activity (AIn) of a specific radionuclide is dependent on the activity M determined 
by the whole body counting procedure: 
)(tm
M
AIn   (1.1) 
where m(t) is the fraction of the initial intake that remained in the body for a time t between 
the incident and the whole body count measurement.  Although the allowable effective dose 
limit for one year is 50 mSv (Table 1.1), the intake value calculated above is typically 
compared to the intake activity resulting in the average yearly limit of 20 mSv based on the 5 
year dosimetry period for an intake into the body of the Reference Man [11].  This Reference 
Man was created by the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) to 
represent a male between 20-30 years of age, weighing 70 kg with a height of 170 cm.  
Known as the Annual Limit on Intake (ALI) of a particular radionuclide, this limit takes into 
consideration the committed effective dose coefficient (e(50)) of a particular radionuclide for 
a given means of entry into the body: 
 





ALI   (1.2) 
Thus, accurate estimation of the internal contamination activity is necessary for the 
subsequent calculations to determine whether the individual has exceeded the effective dose 
limits for the current year.  Furthermore, the source may be present for the duration of the 
adult lifetime in the case of internal contaminations, for which doses from this source will 
contribute to the effective doses in subsequent years.   
Due to measurement arrangement and the nature of gamma ray interaction with matter, which 
will be discussed in the next chapter, not all emitted photons arrive at the detector or deposit 
the full energy of the photon within the detector.  To account for this, a correction factor 
known as the detection efficiency is required, taking into consideration the measurement 
configuration and the energy of the gamma photon.  The absolute peak efficiency of a detector 
for a given gamma energy is defined as: 
sourceabyemittedquantaradiationofnumber
recordedpulsesofnumber
a bs   (1.3) 
Dividing the efficiency value by the measured activity, one is able to calculate back to the 






  (1.4) 
Currently, the efficiency calibration process is completed by scanning a mixed radionuclide 
button source within a calibration phantom on the moving bed, similar to the actual 
measurement procedure.  This particular phantom is of a fixed geometry made of acrylic glass 
slabs based on size specifications of the Reference Man previously mentioned.  Recalling that 
the main use of the moving bed WBC is for acquiring measurements for those who are larger 
than the reference specifications, applying the reference man based efficiencies would result 
in inaccurate contamination activity estimates.  The efficiency values obtained from larger 
calibration phantom geometries are expected to be lower than the Reference Man geometry 
efficiencies due to photon attenuation through a thicker upper body region between the 
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internal contamination and the detector.  Therefore the resulting calculated contamination 
activity using the current calibration process would be underestimated and possibly no further 
investigation would be indicated.   
Accounting for the variability in the figures and sizes of individuals  measured using the 
moving bed WBC would require a library of efficiency curves to be created.  These curves 
could then be applied within the measurement acquisition software prior to each 
measurement, leading to proper internal contamination activity estimations.  In order to 
develop these curves, an array of physical phantoms must be purchased to represent the 
variations in measurement geometries of those scanned.  Additionally, the measurements of 
these phantoms would have to be conducted for a number of gamma energies to create 
complete efficiency curves.  The manual production of efficiency curves would be a time 
consuming and costly task.   
1.2.1. MONTE CARLO SIMULATED WBC STUDIES 
It has been proposed that Monte Carlo simulations pose an attractive tool to estimate the result 
of stochastic processes, such as radiation interaction, through the combined use of probability 
based algorithms and random number generation. An expected result, such as a detector’s 
efficiency, is specified to be calculated within an input file accepted by the Monte Carlo 
software.  The software requires that the environment where the radiation interaction 
calculation should take place is modelled and included within the input file. Since this 
environment is user specified, the benefit of using a Monte Carlo simulation approach is that 
the environment can be easily modified including modelled calibration phantoms around a 
gamma emitting source. 
The creation of the model required for Monte Carlo simulation starts by obtaining the 
manufacturer dimensions of the detector in its corresponding physical environment.  In most 
reported cases, the manufacturer’s specifications have not been adequate enough to simulate 
the detector responses and simulated values appear larger than experimental values [14-18].  
These studies have shown that the manipulation of the unresponsive areas of the detector 
crystal, known as the dead layers, can optimize the model to improve the agreement with 
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experimental data.  This method of optimization has been accepted in many procedures as 
dead layer regions in a physical detector can be seen to vary over years of detector operation 
due to temperature fluctuation [19] or radiation damage [20].  A study published by P.  
Nogueira et al. found that their HPGe detector model required the outer dead layer to be 
modified between 3 to 4 factors larger than the nominal values provided by the manufacturer 
[17].  In doing so, they also observed that the resulting simulated efficiencies of the lower 
energy range, below 200 keV, was decreased.  A. Elanique et al. found for their modelled 
HPGe dead layer needed to be established at 7.5μm, where the manufacturer stated 0.4μm, for 
energies between 14 keV and 60 keV [16].  Through the comparison of several other studies, 
it is apparent that there is no consistency to this method of optimization among different 
counting geometries and manufacturer detector models.  Therefore, individual investigations 
must be conducted to effectively use Monte Carlo simulation as a tool for efficiency 
calculations. 
Efficiency curve generation based on an assortment of measurement geometries are currently 
being explored for several applications in hospitals and dosimetry laboratories.  At the Human 
Monitoring Laboratory (Ottawa, ON), efficiency calibration simulations were conducted for a 
family of Bottle Mannikin absorber (BOMAB) phantoms for a scanning detector WBC [21].  
In this study, they developed a relationship between the counting efficiency, size, and photon 
energy that predicted efficiencies within 10% of the true values.  More complex geometries 
have also been explored by creating virtual phantoms to better simulate the composition and 
interactions of radiation within humans.  At the Children’s Nutrition Research Center 
(Houston, TX, USA), such virtual phantoms were created for efficiency curve creation based 
on anthropometric reference data for children [22].   
1.3. THESIS OBJECTIVES AND OUTLINE 
The purpose of this work was to use Monte Carlo simulations as an alternative method to 
obtain the efficiency values.  This was accomplished by optimizing both the model and 
simulation parameters to create an efficient and reliable simulation that could be performed 
prior to routine or investigative measurement.  Furthermore, the analysis of many location 
dependant simulations was also required in order to compensate for the lack of dynamic 
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source movement for the overall efficiency calculations. As a final result, the applicability of 
this method was assessed based on the comparison of calculated calibration phantom 
efficiencies to experimentally obtained scanning efficiencies within the limits of acceptable to 
CNSC standards.   
So far, an introduction to whole body counting and the general purpose of this work has been 
presented where basic health physics concepts were introduced pertaining to OPG dosimetry 
services.  In the following chapter, Chapter 2, concepts of high purity germanium gamma 
spectrometry will be discussed in addition to a generalized introduction to the Monte Carlo 
method and photon transport theory used in the simulation code.  The experimental procedure 
conducted for this work is explained in Chapter 3 where a description of the WBC and the 
pulse height detection system is presented.  Chapter 4 outlines the methodology and structure 
behind the creation of the Monte Carlo simulation model.  The results are shown in Chapter 5 
where the peak analysis method used is also discussed.  Lastly, conclusions drawn from a 
summary of the results and recommendations for further work are given in Chapter 6. 
 




2.1. GAMMA SPECTROSCOPY  
The spontaneous decay of an unstable nucleus may subsequently leave the nucleus in an 
excited state.  To reach a more favourable energy state, the release of energy may be emitted 
in the form of a gamma ray.  Otherwise known as a photon, the energy of these emissions can 
be described in terms of its frequency  multiplied by Planck’s constant, sJh  3410626.6 .  
In whole body counting, the energy and amount of radiation is important to determine the 
biological damage associated with contamination on or within an individual.  With the help of 
gamma spectroscopy, identification and quantification of radionuclides is accomplished 
through gamma ray energy spectrum analysis.  From the resulting output spectrum produced, 
interactions within the detector can be identified depending on the gamma radiation emission 
energy.   
2.1.1. GAMMA RADIATION INTERACTION 
Due to their uncharged nature, gamma photons have the ability to travel long distances 
without interaction.  The probability of interaction within a given medium is its energy 
dependant linear attenuation coefficient , typically applied in units of cm
-1
.  This probability 
is used to assess the degree of photon attenuation a material can achieve for a specific 







The mass attenuation coefficient, a more commonly known alternative, may also be used to 
account for differences in material atomic densities.  This coefficient is calculated by dividing 





Therefore, the attenuation ratio can be calculated, implementing the density ρ, as follows: 
 

















Another useful characteristic of gamma photons is known as the mean free path which 
describes their average distance travelled within the absorber before an interaction takes place.  
The mean free path is calculated as the inverse of the linear attenuation coefficient value with 
units of centimeters.   
Unlike charged particle radiation, gamma radiation material interaction is not a gradual 
process.  These interactions occur abruptly through atomic absorption or through major 
energy losses due to large angle scattering, resulting in the liberation of detectable electrons.  
Depending on the absorber material composition and the photon energy, three types of 
interactions are significant to gamma radiation measurement and in the total linear attenuation 
coefficient: photoelectric absorption ( pe), Compton scattering ( cs), and pair production ( pp).  
The overall probability of a photon to interact within a material is the sum of the probabilities 
contributed by each of the three interaction methods: 
ppcspe    (2.3) 
Dominant at low energies, the photoelectric absorption occurs where the atom absorbs an 
incident photon, ejecting a photoelectron in its place.  A minimum amount of energy is 
required to liberate this photoelectron out of the atomic shell, known as the binding energy Eb.  
Following the law of energy conservation, the photon energy is transferred to the 
photoelectron resulting in the photoelectron maximum kinetic energy as the difference 
between the incident photon energy (h ) and the binding energy (Eb): 
be
EhvE   (2.4) 
Spanning all energies, Compton scattering can be observed.  Similar to the photoelectric 
effect, Compton scattering takes place between a photon and orbital electron where an 
electron is ejected from the atom in addition to a subsequent scattered photon.  This photon is 
scattered away at an angle θ from its initial direction between 0° and 180°, where the electron 
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is recoiled with some kinetic energy at an angle between 0° and 90° in the forward 













 refers to the rest mass energy of an electron, 0.511 MeV.  The kinetic energy of 
the recoiled electron T, plays an important part in gamma detection and energy identification.  
It is calculated as the difference between the incident photon energy and the scattered photon 













Furthermore, if the incident photon were to be scattered back in the direction it came from, 












For gamma photons of energies equal to or greater than twice the rest mass energy of an 
electron, 22mchv  =1.022 MeV, pair production is dominant.  Occurring within the charged 
electric field created by the atomic nucleus, the photon is absorbed and replaced by an 
electron-positron pair converting energy into mass.  The photon energy difference in excess of 
1.022 MeV would be carried away by the pair in the form of kinetic energy.  The resulting 
positron does not travel far before it recombines with a free electron, annihilating both 
particles.  When this occurs, two 0.511 MeV photons are produced in their place.  A similar, 
although less frequent interaction known as triplet production may occur in the electric field 
created by atomic electrons where 24mchv   [23].  In addition to producing an electron-
positron pair in this process, momentum and energy is conserved by the ejection of a 
secondary electron.   
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Figure 2.1.  Photon interaction probabilities as a function of energy and absorber.  [24] 
The dominating photon interaction types are displayed in Figure 2.1, as a function of photon 
energy and the absorber atomic number Z.  Each of the interactions described above 
contribute to the overall resulting spectrum from a measured source featuring a number of 
characteristics. 
Figure 2.2 displays a spectrum example acquired from an Al-28 monoenergetic gamma 
source, where the full energy photopeak appears at 1778.9 keV.  If all of the energy of the 
photon interaction was deposited within the active volume of the detector, the full energy 
photopeak would be the only signal seen within the spectrum.  However, since Compton 
scattering occurs, and in some cases energy dependant pair production, a spectrum with only 
one feature is not the case.  Signals are sorted into a spectrum based on the amplitude of the 
detected pulse which is related to the deposited energy, Compton scattering is displayed for a 
range of energies in what is known as the Compton continuum.  Considering Equations (2.6) 
and (2.7) listed above, the continuum starts from 0 keV to the energy where the incident 
photon is scattered at an angle of 180°.  The drop in counts on the spectrum following the 
continuum is called the Compton edge.  Due to the detector’s resolution and broadening of the 
response, this drop is not particularly sharp or definite.  The subsequent energetic events on 
the spectrum that connect the edge and the photopeak is due to registered photons that 
experienced a minor effect of attenuation prior to being detected, such as within the detector 
cap prior to reaching the active volume.   
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Figure 2.2.  Characteristics of a typical gamma spectrum for a monoenergetic source.  [25] 
With the large penetration depth of gamma photons and the limited detector size the resulting 
photons created following pair production may not deposit their energy in the detector, 
leading to single or double escape peaks.  If pair production occurs within the surrounding 
materials of the detector one of the annihilation photons may deposit its energy in the detector, 
resulting in the annihilation peak at 511 keV.  Additionally, if a Compton scattering event also 
occurs in the surrounding detector material a backscattered peak will appear. 
The spectrum shown above is a result of a combination of components brought together 
within a detection setup.  The basic detector setup, introduced in Chapter 3, typically consists 
of a radiation emitting source, a detector, preamplifier, amplifier, single or multichannel 
analyzer, and a computer to process the signals from the detector into a usable form.  Within 
this thesis, focus was primarily set on accomplishing work regarding the HPGe detector of the 
WBC, described in the following sections, to measure source activity due to its excellent 
energy resolution.   
2.2. GERMANIUM DETECTORS 
A commonly used detector for gamma spectroscopy is the germanium detector.  These 
detectors fall into the semiconductor diode category of radiation detectors, otherwise known 
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the production of a large number of charge carriers to create the detected response of incident 
radiation.   
In solid state physics, the crystalline lattice structures of solids establish allowable energies, 
called energy bands, for which any of the electrons may possess.  The valence band is the 
allowable electron energy corresponding to outer-shell electrons forming bonds with 
neighbouring atoms.  Additionally, the conduction band is the allowable energy state where 
electrons can move freely between atoms throughout the crystal.  Between these two bands is 
the range of forbidden energies called the band gap, separating the two bands by 
approximately 1 eV in semiconductors.   
As a detector, the small band gap is beneficial to elevating electrons into the conduction band 
easily by incident gamma radiation interaction through the three processes described 
previously.  In doing so, the electron leaves behind a positive vacancy, called a hole, creating 
an electron-hole pair.  The number of electron-hole pairs generated through photon interaction 
is proportional to the radiation energy deposited in the detector.  An applied voltage is then 
used to influence the elevated electrons within the conduction band, along with the positive 
holes in the valence band, to migrate to their respective electrodes for charge collection and 
pulse formation.  Due to the narrow band gap energy in semiconductors, electrons can easily 
be elevated into the conduction band through thermal agitation at room temperature.  To 
reduce this high background signal, germanium crystals are kept at low temperatures, ~85°K 
[26], by using liquid nitrogen or through electrical cooling to limit charge carrier creation to 
incident radiation. 
During manufacturing of germanium crystals, impurities may be added called dopants, 
allowing for energy levels to exist within the forbidden energy gap of the semiconductor 
(Figure 2.3). Semiconductors doped with an impurity found in group V in the periodic table, 
known as donor impurities, have an excess amount of readily available electrons to be 
promoted into the conduction band.  Therefore, these semiconductors are more negatively 
charged and are considered to be n-type semiconductors.  Semiconductors infused with group 
III dopants, otherwise known as acceptor impurities, create electron acceptor sites.  The 
excess of these positive vacancies classify these semiconductors as p-type.   
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 Combining these two types of semiconductors creates favourable properties for radiation 
detection.  Around the junction formed between the p- and n-type regions, charge carriers 
migrate from high charge concentrations to areas of lower charge concentration.  Over time, 
the electric field from the charge movement inhibits further diffusion defining an area where 
recombination has occurred.  This region encompassing the p-n junction with the immobile 
donor and acceptor sites is called the depletion region.  Any radiation interaction creating 
electron-hole pairs within this region will be swept away by the electric field, creating the 
detection signal.   
It should be noted that the performance of the unmodified depletion region described would 
















Where ε represents the dielectric constant of the material, V is the reverse bias, e is the 
electronic charge, and N is the net impurity concentration in the bulk semiconductor material.  
Introducing a reverse bias across the semiconductor is meant to increase the potential 
difference across the p-n junction.  By doing so, the space charge distribution is enlarged on 
either side of the junction, in turn increasing the depletion region (Figure 2.4). 
 
Figure 2.3.  Energy schematics of ( a) n-type and ( b) p-type semiconductors [27].  The amount of 
energy needed to elevate the electron from the valence band to the conduction band is known as 
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Maximizing the depletion region, or the active volume, of the semiconductor is essential in 
order to produce a gamma detector due to its highly penetrating property.  Since the reverse 
bias voltage is limited by electrical breakdown subsequently leading to damage of the diode, 





 for germanium detectors [28].  These germanium detectors with depletion depths 
of several centimeters are call high-purity germanium (HPGe) detectors. 
In terms of radiation detection, the areas outside of the depleted region are essentially inactive 
with no contribution to the detected responses.  Located at the surface of the crystal, these so 
called ‘dead layers’ will attenuate incident gamma photons prior to reaching the active 
volume.  Generally, the attenuation experienced by photons with energies 200 keV or higher 
is negligible for germanium dead layer thicknesses [28].  In this work the identification an 
Am-241 (59.54 keV) contamination may be required, therefore the thicknesses of these dead 
layers were of concern.   
2.2.1. DETECTOR RESOLUTION 
Solid state detectors, such as the germanium detector, are known for their excellent energy 
resolution.  This is defined as a detector’s ability to resolve photopeaks close in energy [25].  
The resolution R is often described in terms of its Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) for 
a given photopeak centered about a channel number H0 : 
FWHM
H
R 0  (2.9) 
 
Figure 2.4.  Schematic of a semiconductor of equal impurity concentrations (a) before a reverse 
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Two spectra comparing the energy resolving abilities of a NaI scintillation detector and the 
HPGe detector are shown in Figure 2.5 for the same source with Co-60 gamma emissions.  
The count distribution surrounding these energies displays large, broad peaks for NaI while 
much narrower spikes are observed in the HPGe spectrum.  The superior resolution of the 
HPGe detector is beneficial when measuring sources where many different gamma emissions 
occur, such as in the case when measuring Eu-152.  The inherently statistical spread in the 
number of charge carriers, variations in the charge collection efficiency, and contributions of 
electronic noise are the factors considered dictating the energy resolving abilities of 
germanium gamma ray detectors [28].   
 
Figure 2.5.  Resolution comparison of HPGe and NaI acquired Co-60 spectra.  [29] 
2.2.2. DETECTION EFFICIENCY 
Gamma radiation detection involves the acquisition of gamma emission induced pulses 
created within the active volume of a detector.  However, these uncharged photons must 
undergo a series of interactions prior to detection, as describe in the previous section.  With 
regards to whole body counting, the absolute peak efficiency is of importance.  Recall 
Equation (1.3): 
 




a bs   (1.3) 
These efficiencies serve as a correction factor used to determine the activity of a measured 
source or contamination.   
Over the specific energy range where contaminations are to be measured, efficiency curves 
are developed relating the efficiency to detect gamma emissions of a particular energy.  An 
example of an experimentally determined efficiency curve is shown in Figure 2.6.  When 
plotted on a log-log scale, the resulting efficiency curve can be broken down into a linearly 
increasing efficiency as a function of energy followed by a linearly decreasing efficiency 
switching at the ‘knee’ of the graph.  As the energy decreases from the knee, the efficiency is 
lower due to the absorption of low energy photons within the surrounding materials and dead 
layers.  For energies beyond the knee, photons pass through the detector depositing the full 
energy outside of the active volume potentially leading to registered Compton scattering 
events occurring within the detector. As a result a decrease in the full energy peak efficiency 
is observed for increasing photon energies.   
 
Figure 2.6.  An example of full energy peak efficiency curve for a closed end coaxial p-type 
germanium detector.  [30] 
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The source activity A, in Becquerels, of a contamination in question can be calculated 










where CR is the measured count rate and BRE is the photon emission branching ratio, the 
likelihood of a gamma emission as a decay mode, for that particular energy.   
The source counting geometry of the measurements where the efficiencies will be applied 
must be replicated in order to properly incorporate the efficiency curve values created.  In 
terms of measuring the activity of the gamma emitting point source, the intensity is reduced 
by the inverse square of the distance between the source and the detector.  This relationship is 





CR  (2.11) 
Taking into consideration geometrical differences of the measured samples into the efficiency 
calibration of the detector, contamination activity calculations are corrected for the intensity 
loss.   
2.3. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION FOR PHOTON TRANSPORT 
Physical processes dictated by probabilities, such as radiation interaction within materials, can 
be replicated with the use of Monte Carlo simulations.  This is accomplished by following 
many source particles from birth to death creating a lifetime interaction log known as a 
history.  The properties describing where and how these particles interact during their 
simulated lifetime are determined by statistically sampling probability distributions governing 
each occurrence.  The Monte Carlo program used in this work was MCNPX, which is further 
described in Chapter 4.  The following is a brief description of the photon transport process in 
MCNP5, the equivalent Monte Carlo program which MCNPX was based on. 
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The required calculations are requested by the user within the simulation input file through 
tally specification.  The photon simulation process is initialized by the generation of a random 
number sequence, with values between 0 and 1.  The MCNP5 source routine acquires 
information about the photon “particle”, such as position, energy, and direction of flight, from 
the input file.  Each particle is tracked, creating a list of calculated events which is 
summarized in a history from birth until its simulated termination.  Particle simulation 
commences where a random number ξ is used to calculate the distance l the photon travels 
until a collision point, determined by: 








tota ltota l N
l   (2.12) 
The total microscopic photon cross section σtotal is listed within the integrated cross section 
data library built into the Monte Carlo program, where the atomic density of simulated 
material N is user defined.   
If this distance l is equal to or greater than the distance to cross a boundary into another model 
component, called a cell, the particle proceeds into the subsequent cell.  Otherwise, the 
particle undergoes collision through one of the photon interaction processes described earlier 
in this chapter.  Particle transport calculations are continued for the original starting particle 
until it is removed from the simulated environment, regardless of secondary radiation 
produced.  These secondary radiation events are stored in a bank and tracked later on a last-in, 
first-out basis [31].  The process is repeated until the simulation exceeds cut-off parameters, 
such as time or number of particle histories to simulate. 
2.3.1. SIMULATED PHOTON INTERACTIONS 
Particle collisions are initially assumed to undergo photoelectric absorption followed by either 
pair production or Compton scattering interactions, weighted accordingly by their interaction 
cross sections.  These weights, WGT, are assigned to simulated particles by MCNP5, to 
account for the modified calculation process of the simulation deviating from the direct 
physical process.  The initial weights are typically valued at 1 in absence of modified 
simulated sampling implementing variance reduction techniques [31].  The photoelectric 
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effect is simulated by implicit capture, where the particle history is split between being locally 
deposited and the other portion of the particle undergoing either Compton scattering or pair 
production calculations.  Weight adjustments for the photoelectric effect process and the 
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In the pair production process one of two outcomes occurs.  In one instance, an electron-
positron pair is created for further simulated transport.  Alternatively, the kinetic energy 
produced by the electron-positron pair, calculated as )022.1( MeVEWGT  , is deposited to 
simulate the annihilation process leading to two 0.511 MeV photons emitted in opposite 
directions.  For Compton scattering events, the energy of )(TWGT is deposited at the point of 
collision, where T is the energy of the scattered electron calculated using Equation (2.6).   
 
 




3.1.  OPG WBC CONFIGURATION 
Experiments were conducted using a moving bed WBC located at the OPG Health Physics 
Laboratory in Whitby, ON.  This system (Figure 3.1) features a motorized bed, two detectors 
with their corresponding pulse processing electronics, shielding components and the detector 
containment structure.   
 
Figure 3.1.  OPG Health Physics Laboratory moving bed WBC.  This figure displays the moving 
bed, the detector containment and shielding, HPGe cooling system, and gamma spectrometer, in 
addition to an RMC2 calibration phantom. 
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Routine measurements taken with the WBC are completed with an individual mechanically 
moved, lying down, beneath a set of detectors.  Scans are either initiated automatically or 
manually, moving the 7.62cm (3”) thick foam bed with a 5.08cm (2”) thick cushion along a 
scanning track length of 245.11cm (96.5”) beneath the detector castle.  Operation of the bed 
uses an ORTEC Motor Setup executable installed on a nearby USB connected computer. In 
the Motor Setup software, input variables such as bed speed and position can be predefined for 
recall in OPG routine counting measurements.  
The frame of the detector castle structure, built by Puntam Technology Inc. (Smyrna, GA, 
USA) is constructed with a series of steel angles, raised 62.23cm (24.5”) above the floor on a 
0.64cm (0.25”) steel plate, by a pair of concrete legs and a wood spacer.  Additional support is 
provided by 10.16cm (4”) thick lead brick walls on either side of the moving bed track. These 
walls, known as the shadow shields, minimize background radiation interaction from the 
surrounding environment.  The shadow shields, motorized bed track, and most of the exterior 
surfaces of the detector castle are covered with 0.5mm stainless steel. 
Within the detector castle, a NaI and a HPGe (Figure 3.2) sit 3.8cm above a 0.4cm thick 
Plexiglas window, on a polyethylene block with 20cm and 9cm diameter cut outs for the 
detectors, respectively. The two detectors are separated by a 1.20cm thick steel plate, with the 
centers of the detector faces positioned 20.96cm (8.25”) apart.  The steel plate serves to 
minimize electronic noise transfer from the neighbouring detector’s electronics from possibly 
affecting the measured pulse results.  Surrounding the detectors, the walls of the castle are 
constructed with 10.16cm (4”) thick lead bricks rising to a height of 40.64cm (16”). The 
detector wall enclosure is surmounted by two layers of 5.08cm (2”) thick brick layers to 
minimize cosmic and background radiation.  A single hole just large enough to position the 
cooling rod and electronic cables is made in the detector castle top in order for the detectors to 
connect to the external pulse processing and the HPGe cooling systems.  
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Figure 3.2.  Top view of the internal components of the WBC detector castle.   The two detectors, 
HPGe with cooling system extension (left) and NaI (right), are surrounded by lead bricks and 
partitioned by a steel plate.  
3.1.1.  HPGE DETECTION AND PULSE PROCESSING SYSTEM 
As noted previously, although both NaI and HPGe detectors are integrated into this particular 
WBC, further discussion of this work will focus on the HPGe detector.  Several components 
within the detection chain are required to complete gamma spectrometry analysis using the 
HPGe detector.  A schematic of a general pulse processing detector chain is shown in 
Figure 3.3. 
The initial process of radiation detection requires the collection of charges caused by radiation 
interaction within a medium, in this case the HPGe crystal.  Operated in pulse mode, the 
energy deposited is proportional to an output pulse registered by the subsequent circuitry.   A 
positive bias high voltage of 3500V, for this HPGe detector, was applied to collect the 
liberated charges caused by photon interactions within the crystal.  The high voltage is 
regulated by a filter, ensuring gradual changes in applied potential to protect the pulse 
processing electronics of the preamplifier [32].  
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Charges are extracted as pulses from the HPGe detector by a preamplifier.  These output 
pulses are very small and can be easily distorted, decreasing the signal-to-noise ratio.  To 
account for this, impedance characteristics are matched such that the output impedance of the 
detector is low compared to the input impedance of the preamplifier in order to preserve the 
signal voltage.  Additionally, current preamplifier designs have been made compact allowing 
for close proximity mounting, minimizing noise addition to output pulses [33].  From the 
preamplifier, a voltage step directly proportional to the charge deposited within the detector is 
created. 
 
Figure 3.3. General schematic of a photon detector pulse processing system.  Pulses from the 
detector are transmitted and modified through a series of stages resulting in a pulse height 
spectrum.  Outputs at each stage are shown on the right, for two pulses.  Area within dashed 
rectangle is included in DSPEC jr. spectrometer.  Adapted from Radiation detection and 
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Analog signals are then sent to a digital gamma ray spectrometer, such as an ORTEC DSPEC 
jr. 2.0. This spectrometer is a digital pulse processing (DPP) system capable of quickly 
processing output analog pulses from detectors.  Using the spectroscopy software ORTEC 
Renaissance-32, the multichannel buffer (MCB) properties menu was used to establish the 
DPP conditions in this study.   
The MCB options of Renaissance-32 were explored to modify the amplification settings of 
the measured pulses. Amplifier settings were applied to increase the amplitude of the pulses, 
through gain adjustments, and shape the pulse through a variety of options. The overall 
amplification gain was maintained at a value of 1.26, and the shaping amplifier rise time was 
set to 12.00μs with a flattop width of 1.00 μs and tilt of -0.07031.  The rise time parameter is 
generally defined as the time interval between the pulse times for which it reaches 10% and 
90% of the final amplitude [28].  The rise time option allows the user to examine how they 
want to adjust the resulting pulse taking into consideration the trade-offs between resolution 
and throughput.  In terms of pulse shaping, the flattop width value specifies the width of the 
quasi-trapezoid pulse shape with the tilt value indicating the “flatness” of the pulse peak. As a 
result, the final output from the amplifier is a shaped voltage pulse. 
An analog-to-digital converter (ADC) is then used to translate the incoming voltage pulses 
into a useable form.  Pulse amplitudes, corresponding to the energy deposition events within 
the detector, are sorted into different “bins”, known as channels, of a multichannel 
analyser (MCA).  Every time a pulse is sorted, a counter registers each pulse into a given 
channel.  In the OPG WBC detection system, the overall conversion gain was established over 
8192 channels.  Lower and upper level discriminators were set to 30 and 8191, respectively, 
governing the pulse amplitude thresholds for sorting the measured pulse amplitudes.     
Gamma spectroscopy software on a nearby USB connected computer, such as Renaissance-32 
previously mentioned, can be used to analyze the resulting pulse height spectrum.  
Furthermore, energy calibration of the channels can be completed if a reference spectrum is 
available with distinguishable peaks of known energies.   
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3.1.2. HPGE DETECTOR SPECIFICATIONS 
Experimental measurements were conducted with the Ortec F-Series PROFILE GEM p-type 
HPGe detector (model: F8250P4-PLB-S) contained within the moving bed WBC. The 
detector capsule (Figure 3.4) is of a PopTop cryostat configuration, housing the HPGe 
detector in a vacuum at 101°K, and the preamplifier (model: A257P) and high voltage filter 
(model: 138EMI) at room temperature mounted behind the detector.  The HPGe crystal is 
cooled with an ORTEC X-COOLER II mechanical cooling system, located outside of the 
detector castle. 
The HPGe crystal is of closed-ended bulletized coaxial configuration, possessing an outer 
lithium diffused dead layer of 0.7mm.  The crystal is held within a copper mounting cup, 
capped with an aluminized mylar insulator entrance window.  The front end of the detector 
capsule, containing the HPGe detector and mount, is encased within a copper end cap. Figure 
3.5 illustrates the germanium detector configuration and relative geometrical specifications, 
provided by ORTEC (Oak Ridge, TN, USA).   
 
Figure 3.4.  Schematic of a PopTop detector capsule configuration.  The front end of the capsule 
is cooled and maintained in a vacuum, in comparison to the compartment where the preamplifier 
and high voltage filter remain at room temperature outside of the vacuum.   Adapted figure from 
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A – Crystal diameter: 81.5mm 
B – Crystal length: 52mm 
C – Hole diameter: 9.2mm 
D – Hole depth: 38mm 
E – Nominal inner dead layer radius: 5mm 
F – Cup length: 105mm 
G – Vacuum space: 4mm 
H – Aluminum/Mylar mount cup window: 0.03mm/0.03mm 
I – Copper end cap window: 1mm 
J – Nominal outer dead layer radius: 8mm 
K – Copper mount cup thickness: 0.8mm 
L – Copper end cap thickness: 1mm 
M – Outer Ge/Li dead layer thickness: 0.7mm 
N – Inner Ge/B dead layer thickness: 0.3μm 
 
Figure 3.5.  HPGe detector specifications provided by the manufacturer (ORTEC). Detector 
model number: GEM-F8250P4-PLB-S. The active volume and dead layer are coloured green and 
dark green, respectively. 
3.2. SOURCE GEOMETRIES 
A series of experimental benchmarking measurements were conducted with three source 
geometries in this work: bare button source, button source positioned within the whole body 
location of a Canberra RMC2 calibration phantom, and a BOMAB phantom containing a 
homogenously distributed mixed radionuclide solution.  The radionuclides within the sources 
were chosen in order to cover the large energy range of mixed fission activation product 
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3.2.1.  BUTTON SOURCE 
The button source used in two of the three experiment series was obtained in May 2007 from 
Eckert & Ziegler Analytics (Valencia, CA, USA). The type D disk gamma calibration source 






Co.  These radionuclides are used for routine WBC quality checks in order to 
cover the energy range of possible gamma emitting contaminations within the nuclear power 
plant workplace and testing guidelines established in ANSI N13.30. The disk is 25.4mm in 
diameter and 6.35mm thick, where the active element, diameter of 5mm, is located in the 
center.  The gamma emission profiles for this mixed radionuclide source are listed in 
Table 3.1. 
 
Figure 3.6.  Cut out view of button source geometry containing Am-241, Cs-137 and Co-60.  [35]  
 
Table 3.1.   
Properties of the radionuclides composing the quality check button source at OPG. Energy and branching ratios 
reflect those listed by the National Nuclear Data Center [36].  Initial activities refer to the activities measured as 
of May 11, 2007. 






Am-241 432.6 Years 1.298×10
5 
59.54 35.9 
Cs-137 30.08 Years 2.790×104 661.66 85.1 
Co-60 5.275 Years 7.364×10
4
 1173.24 99.8 
 1332.50 100 
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3.2.2. CANBERRA RMC2 PHANTOM 
The RMC2 phantom is an in vivo linear geometry calibration phantom manufactured by 
Canberra (Meriden, CT, USA) [37].  The design features four possible source locations for 
thyroid, lung, gastrointestinal, and whole body measurements.  Creating an all-in-one 
counting geometry, this phantom was designed and tested to provide similar efficiency 
responses to preferred ANSI N13.30 phantoms: the Livermore and BOMAB phantoms [38].  
Although the combined geometry provides a convenient and inexpensive phantom for 
different detector arrangements, the phantom is not suited for chair, arc array, or close 
measurement geometries [38], backwards facing measurements, or low energy 
calibration [37]. 
The RMC2 phantom, schematic shown in Figure 3.7, is constructed with acrylic glass slabs, 
with three plastic tubes for simulated internal source placement.  The neck is represented by a 
12.8cm diameter half cylinder featuring a 10.2cm long, 3cm diameter hole.  Thyroid 
calibrations are conducted with the source placed in the hole within the neck, 2.5cm posterior 
to the outer chest wall.  The chest and gut regions measure 30.5cm in length each, possessing 
the same attenuation thickness of 4.4cm.  The gut slabs protrude an additional 2.2cm outwards 
from the 18.2cm chest, relative to the phantom.  Lung and gastrointestinal source tube 
locations are centered 15.2cm within the length of their sections.  In addition, the lung tube is 
9.5cm posterior to the chest front wall and the gastrointestinal tube is 6.5cm posterior to the 
gut front wall.  The whole body calibration location is situated at the transverse plane between 
the chest and gut. This tube is located 2cm anterior to the back of the phantom.  Similar to the 
neck hole, the diameters of each source location tube is 3cm.   
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3.2.3. BOMAB PHANTOM 
The Bottle MAnikin ABsorpber (BOMAB) phantom, portrayed in Figure 3.8, is currently 
used in North America as the preferred whole body counting calibration phantom [8, 39].  
This phantom is made up of ten high density polyethylene ellipsoid cylinders filled with 
radioactive solution.  Activity concentration varies amongst each container, based on its filling 
capacity, in order to simulate the homogenous distribution of the source once metabolized 
within the body. The primary application of this phantom is for in vivo whole body 
calibrations for energies between 100 keV and 3 MeV [39].  The intention of combining water 
and high density polyethylene for the BOMAB design was to achieve photon mass attenuation 
coefficients similar to that of soft tissue.  
There are four main sections to the BOMAB phantom: head, trunk, upper limbs and lower 
limbs [40].  The trunk consists of three containers representing the neck, chest, and gut.  Each 
upper limb is one container to encompass the upper arm, forearm, and hands. Each lower limb 
 
Figure 3.7.  (a) Top, (b) side, and (c) top and bottom schematics of the RMC2 phantom currently 
used for weekly efficiency calibration checks.  The whole body source tube location is located 
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section is separated into two containers: the thigh and the calf and foot combined.  The 
original design of the phantom was based on the 170cm height, 70kg weight and surface areas 
of the reference male [41, 42].  However, there is currently progress in the development of a 
series of BOMAB phantoms to include females, children, and other sized males, for in vivo 
calibration geometries [43].    
The Canus Plastics (Ottawa, ON, Canada) PME BOMAB phantom model was used in this 
study.  The dimensions of the phantom were manually obtained and are listed in Figure 3.8.  
The specifications provided by Canus Plastics [40] serve as dimensional starting points to 
their phantoms, but vary slightly due to the molding process during manufacturing.  However, 
following manufacturing comparisons to pre-existing reference phantoms are completed 
through a weighing technique for size characterization. 
The phantom was filled with a radioactive solution in February 2014 by Kinectrics (Toronto, 








K, covering the possible contamination energies within the nuclear power 
plant.  The addition of 
40
K to the BOMAB phantom accounts for its inherently natural 
presence within the human body.  Displayed in Table 3.2 are the source properties of the 
radionuclides included within the BOMAB phantom. 
Table 3.2.   
Properties of the radionuclides distributed in the solution contained within the OPG BOMAB.  Energy and 
branching ratios reflect those listed by the National Nuclear Data Center.  Initial activities refer to activities 
measured as of February 18, 2014. 















 661.7 85.1 
Co-60 5.275 Years 4.5×10
3






 1460.822 10.66 
 
 





CONTAINER 2a 2b 
 cm cm 
A 18.7 14 
B 14.5 13.2 
C 30.5 20.9 
D 35 19.5 
E 9.4 9.4 
F 16 14.8 
G 12.3 12.3 
 
Figure 3.8.  The OPG BOMAB phantom. Ten ellipsoid cylinders, simulating the head, neck, 
chest, gut, thighs, lower limbs and upper limbs, are filled with radioactive solution for whole body 
calibration checks. Heights of each container are provided on the left. The dimensions for the 
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3.3.  EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE     
3.3.1. ENERGY CALIBRATION 
In order to extract energy deposition information from subsequent pulse height spectra in this 
work, a source with multiple gamma emissions was used to establish the working energy 
calibration.  Hence, a Marinelli Eu-152 source (2.684 kBq initial activity) was positioned 
directly below the HPGe detector castle cut out due to weak source strength.  
The gamma spectroscopy acquisition program Ortec Supervisor was used to select the ROIs 
of the 8 most probable emission energies of 
152
Eu, as indicated in Table 3.3.  Energy 
calibration using Supervisor creates an energy E versus channel number C relationship by 
fitting a second order polynomial function: 
2







 are coefficients calculated in fitting the above equation to the points 
selected on the spectrum.  Simultaneously with the energy calibration, a peak shape (FWHM) 
calibration is established by the software.  FWHM calibrations are automatically completed 
for consistency during the software peak analysis procedure in determining peak areas and 
fitting [30]. The FWHM of a given peak is described in terms of the centroid channel: 
2
321 CbCbbFWHM   (3.2) 
These calibrated FWHM values were implemented into the MCNP code, described in the next 
chapter, to mimic experimental peak broadening effect observed. 
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Table 3.3. 
 Probabilities of the gamma photon emissions used in energy calibration with the Eu-152 source. 
 ENERGY  BRANCHING RATIO    



















3.3.2. BENCHMARK EXPERIMENTS 
As mentioned before, three different source geometries were measured as benchmarking 
experiments for MCNP modelling and simulation.  In order to validate the static simulations 
MCNP conducted in this study, several discrete measurements were taken along the scanning 
bed track for each source geometry.  The experimental and MCNP procedures were adapted 
from other whole body scan efficiency studies using MCNP [21, 44, 45].  
I. BARE BUTTON SOURCE 
Preliminary measurements were completed along the scanning centerline axis of the HPGe 
detector at 19 discrete positions, relative to the midpoint of the detector face (Figure 3.9).  
These source positions were marked out on a Styrofoam board placed below the detector 
castle, simulating the same distance as if the source was positioned on the bed.  
Subsequent source location measurements were spaced 5.08cm (2in) apart between -50.8cm 
and 40.64cm, relative to the detector center. The positive values were marked in the direction 
of the end of a scan where 0cm was the point directly underneath the detector.  Counting times 
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662 keV peak centroid channel was obtained.  Acquiring a large number of counts was 
necessary to ensure that the counting uncertainty was minimized, as calculated using: 
counts
counts
counts   (3.3) 
In this instance, the result of detecting 10 000 events produced a 1% counting uncertainty. The 
acquisition times calculated for these measurements were subsequently used for the same 
source positions in the RMC2 phantom. 
 
Figure 3.9.  Point source experimental setup. Measurements were taken along the scanning path of 
the moving bed at various positions. The image includes the Styrofoam board with one inch 
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II. RMC2 PHANTOM GEOMETRY COUNTS 
Similar to the bare point source measurements, the phantom was measured at various counting 
positions relative to the source location at the chest-gut interface, centered within the whole 
body compartment.  RMC2 measurements were acquired at seven positions between -50.8cm 
and 50.8cm.   The counting times that were used were the same as the bare button source at 
the corresponding positions. 
A full scanning measurement was also acquired running between -109.22cm and 109.22cm.  
The measurement was conducted moving the bed with the phantom placed on top.  The 
measurement was taken over a preset real time of 450 seconds at a speed of 0.485cm/s with an 
averaged dead time percentage of 0.89%.  
III. BOMAB MEASUREMENTS 
Seven discrete positions of the BOMAB phantom, relative to the contact plane of the chest 
and gut, were measured between -76.2cm and 76.2cm.  The chest-gut adjoining surface was 
chosen as the relative center of the phantom, approximating an equal radioactive volume 
distribution above and below that location.  Two other measurements were taken 
at -110.49cm, the beginning moving bed position, and 110.49cm. 
A scanned acquisition was taken between -76.2 and 76.2cm.  However, due to the low activity 
of the source the duration of the speed of the bed was initialized at 0.014cm/s (0.036in/s).  The 
live time of the detector was pre-set to count for 10 750 seconds, which resulted in a 0.22% 
dead time percentage average.    
 





4.1.  MONTE CARLO SIMULATION SOFTWARE 
The Monte Carlo N-Particle (MCNP) simulation code serves as a tool pertaining to many 
industry applications ranging from reactor design to dosimetry calculations.  In terms of 
radiation interaction, MCNP simulates radiation transport through a material by accessing 
nuclear data libraries and making probabilistic decisions based on Monte Carlo random 
number generation values [31].  In simulating a specified source, users provide geometries 
with material characteristics outlining the problem MCNP must solve, where the desired 
calculation is indicated by a tally specification.  In addition, MCNP includes Monte Carlo 
method error estimations with tally outputs, allowing the user to determine whether 
subsequent input files need modification.  Based on these errors, variance reduction 
techniques can then be applied to increase the reliability of the tally results. 
The Monte Carlo N-Particle eXtended (MCNPX) 2.7.0 version of MCNP, released in 2008, 
was used for the simulation of the OPG WBC detection system in this study.   As a Fortran90 
Monte Carlo radiation transport code, MCNPX is as an extended version of MCNP4C3, used 
for broad energy, multiparticle environment applications [31].  The distribution of the 
MCNPX is regulated by the U.S. Department of Energy and can be obtained from the 
Radiation Safety Information Computational Center in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, U.S.A.  
Originating from the Los Alamos National Laboratory in New Mexico, USA, developments 
have been on-going since 1947 where Stan Ulam and John von Neumann first introduced the 
idea of applying Monte Carlo methods to a variety of neutron transport problems [46].  Since 
then, the MCNP code has been developed to include photon and electron transport such that it 
can be applied in a variety of fields, for example the medical field to assess treatment 
methodology using linear accelerators.  
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4.1.1. MCNPX INPUT FILE FORMAT 
The radiation transport procedure in MCNP, described in Chapter 2, is simulated by particle 
history tracking following radiation interaction processes that occur in reality.  To initiate 
these radiation transport simulations, MCNP requires users to provide an input file specifying 
the problem.  This input file, in the form of a .txt document, consists of a series of user defined 
parameters known as cards.  The input file is organized into three category blocks: cell cards, 
surface cards and data cards. Depending on the type of cards identified and relevant 
information provided, MCNP models the simulation environment and carries out the required 
calculations.  
The ‘problem’ geometry is defined by both the cell and surface card blocks, creating the 
environment model.  Volume blocks, known as cells, are created based on the positioning of 
combined surfaces.  An assortment of surfaces are available to create the model, where 
mathematical coefficients describing surface shape and location are specified.   Proper 
definition of these cells and surfaces is required, creating the foundation of the simulation 
inherently affecting the particle interactions within these spaces.   
Consisting of a variety of descriptive cards, the data block may be written such that MCNP 
can then use the model, created in the previous two blocks, in a simulation.  This section 
contains information about the source to be simulated, material characteristics of the modelled 
cells, required calculations to be completed, and parameters for results optimizations, like 
variance reduction for example.  The particle of interest to track, known as the problem type, 
is also specified with the relevant source information, such as source geometry emission 
probabilities and energies.  Material assignments can be given to cells once molecular 
compositions are defined within this block. The density values associated with these materials 
are then listed on the cell line, within the cell block, possessing that material.  The user 
specifies the calculation output requested by defining tally cards within the data block, such as 
pulse height, surface current or track length estimate of energy deposition.  Depending on the 
nature of the required simulation, a cutoff card can be implemented to terminate the 
simulation after a specific number of particle histories have been tracked.  Lastly, variance 
reduction parameters or surface translation cards may be included to help with the overall 
efficiency and creation process of the simulation. 
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4.2. SIMULATION PROBLEM DEFINITION 
In this work, efficiency calculations of the OPG WBC were required.  Since the HPGe 
detector is used for in vivo gamma counting, the problem type (mode) card was specified for 
photon transport only, mode p.  The problem definition consists of two parts, the geometry 
and the source to be simulated.  The geometry contained the WBC with the experimental 
source geometry, where modelling of the HPGe detector was crucial due to the large impact it 
has on the simulated outcome.  An example of the MCNPX input used in this work is shown 
in Appendix A. 
4.2.1.  MODEL GEOMETRY CARDS 
The geometry of the experimental setup and WBC configuration were modelled with MCNPX 
Visual Editor Version X_24J, based on the dimensions disclosed in Chapter 3.  The whole 
problem geometry was created within a simulation bounding sphere of a 250cm radius about 
the origin of the modelling coordinate system.  This invisible bounding surface is required to 
limit the simulation to only the problem geometry.  The origin of the modelling coordinate 
system was assigned to the bottom of the detector castle, at the midpoint of the HPGe 
detector.  The direction of bed movement was chosen to correspond to positive x values which 
were used to define the directional coordinate system of the model.   Figure 4.1 illustrates the 
resulting WBC model with the point source experiment geometry.  The WBC was modelled 
with the two side shadow shields, the detector castle and its supporting legs.  In the figure, the 
HPGe detector is positioned in front of the NaI detector where both detectors sit atop a spacer 
block, separated by the steel plate.   For the simulated source, three different configurations 
were implemented and two source definitions defined: point source and the volume source 
contained in the BOMAB phantom.  
 




Figure 4.1.  Modelled OPG WBC with point source experimental set-up. Scanning movement of 
the bed was directed in the positive x-axis. 
I. HPGE DETECTOR MODEL 
The modelling of the HPGe detector is critical in creating an OPG WBC efficiency simulation 
representative of those obtained experimentally.  The basis of the model was created from the 
dimensions provided by Amptek, the HPGe detector’s manufacturer, discussed previously in 
Chapter 3.  In Figure 4.2, a portion of the HPGe detector model is shown.  The HPGe detector 
crystal was created using a combination of cylinders, planes, and a sphere for the end of the 
internal positioning of the cooling finger.  The rounded bulletized Ge crystal face was initially 
modelled using a combination of cylinders, planes, and a torus but was unsuccessful in 
initiating simulations due to its complexity as a tally identifier, discussed later.  Therefore, the 
rounded front face was simplified by the implementation of a conical cell without its vertex.   
HPGe crystals are manufactured with inactive Ge regions of the crystal, known as dead layers, 
for the purpose of creating electrical contacts required for detection.  The specific HPGe 
detector contained in the OPG WBC possess these dead layers on the outer surfaces of the 
crystal with no dead layer on the back of the crystal, towards the pulse processing electronics. 
The 0.3μm inner dead layer is the surface located within the hole of the Ge crystal where the 
cooling finger is inserted, while the 0.7 mm outer dead layer is the surface region 
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By comparing the simulated detector responses to that of real measurements, the optimization 
of the modelled detector was completed based on manipulating the thicknesses of the outer 
dead layer.  The detector response identifier, known as the F8 tally in MCNP introduced later 
in this chapter, requires one to specify the cell where detector information is extracted, 
analagous to the active volume of a real detector.  However, in most cases where HPGe 
detectors are modelled for efficiency calculations based on the manufacturer’s detector crystal 
specifications, the resulting MCNP output fails to conform to the experimental values [15-18].  
HPGe model optimization was therefore completed based on exploring the effect of varying 
the outer dead layer thicknesses on simulated detector efficiency for three regions created in 
the model: sides, corners, and front (Figure 4.2).  Simulated efficiencies were validated, using 
the bare point source and RMC2 phantom source geometries. Manipulation of the dead layer 
thicknesses was completed in multiples of 0.7 mm, the manufacturer specified dead layer 
thickness, to match the simulated count rates to those obtained experimentally. 
Figure 4.2.  Close up of the modelled HPGe detector sitting on the polyethylene block.  The 
detector face layers are shown in the overlaid picture to the bottom right.  The three dead layer 
regions of the side, front, and corners can be seen around the outer edge of the Ge crystal volume.   
 
  
Copper mount cup 
Detector cup vacuum 
Air below detector 
Inner HPGE dead layer 
Active HPGe volume 
Air around detector 
Polyethylene block 
Outer HPGe dead layer 
Aluminum & Mylar 
Detector cup vacuum 
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II. MODELLED SOURCE CONFIGURATIONS 
For each experimental setup, the corresponding source geometries were integrated with the 
WBC model using macrobodies.  Macrobodies are a predefined group of surfaces that enclose 
a region of space [31], such as the surfaces that create a prism.  The point source geometry, 
shown in Figure 4.1 underneath the WBC detector castle, was modelled complete with its 
encapsulation on top of a Styrofoam board.  The RMC2 phantom was modelled (Figure 4.3a) 
lying with the phantom back flat on the bed.  The phantom was created using several planes 
for slab geometries and cylinders for source counting location tubes and the neck.  The bottom 
of the RMC2 phantom was modelled 91.44cm (36in) from the foot of the bed.  Within the 
RMC2 phantom, the bare button point source was defined centered within the whole body 
counting tube of the phantom and below the midpoint of the detector corresponding to the x=0 
counting position.   
 
Figure 4.3.   Modelled source geometry of the WBC bed for the (a) RMC2 phantom with the point 
source located within the WB source locations and (b) the BOMAB phantom.  
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The BOMAB phantom (Figure 4.3b) was modelled with 10 containers having 0.5cm thick 
walls and 1cm thick filling caps, placed in the horizontal counting arrangement.  The calves 
and arms were modelled using cylinder macrobodies, while the rest of the phantom containers 
were created with ellipsoids.  The thicknesses of each container were combined to be defined 
as one cell.  The individual container volumes were defined as different cells, such that the 
future use of the BOMAB phantom code could be modified to be filled with different sources 
or distributions within each compartment.  The BOMAB was modelled with the head 
compartment flat up against the pillow of the same modelled bed as the RMC2 phantom.  The 
phantom was modelled assuming no gaps were present between the adjoining BOMAB 
containers.  Simulation positioning of the BOMAB was made relative to the chest-gut 
interface, such that at x=0 the volume source distribution was approximately equal about this 
point. 
III. MCNPX VISUAL EDITOR  
The models used for MCNP simulations were created with the aid of MCNPX Visual Editor 
Version X_24J.  Visual Editor is a graphical user interface used in conjunction with MCNPX 
to create and view user defined input files.  Development of the program started in 1992 
where its initial release from RSICC came with version 5 of MCNP and currently made 
available to work with MCNPX [47].   
There are many features available in the Visual Editor that eases the creation of an MCNP 
input file.  Rather than manually defining surfaces to create cells, Visual Editor possess 
surface and cell wizards allowing the user to easily create a problem geometry.  In addition, 
geometries can be readily viewed in separate 2-D plots or a 3-D plot for the spatial perspective 
of the geometry.  Another useful tool is the dynamic particle track display feature where the 
user can be given an idea of the sampling region of the geometry.  All figures related to the 
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4.2.2.  SOURCE SPECIFICATIONS 
Radiation sources in MCNP are specified based on the source information and probability 
provided within a SDEF card.  The two sources used in this work were defined based on the 
position of the source, gamma emission probabilities of their mixed radionuclide constituents 
and their given energies.   
Within the isotropic point source used for the bare point source and RMC2 phantom 
simulations, the energies of 
241
Am (0.05954 MeV), 
137
Cs (0.661657 MeV), and 
60
Co 
(1.173237 MeV & 1.332501 MeV) were declared, obtained through the National Nuclear 
Data Center [36]. These energies are specified within the SIn line of the source description in 
MCNP.  In all point source runs, the source was simulated as a mixed radionuclide source.  
Thus, the photon emission probabilities, SPn values, were calculated and normalized to the 
overall gamma contributions of each radionuclide’s energy over the total number of emitted 





  (4.1) 
Similar to the point source, BOMAB values were calculated based on the activity properties 
observed during the validation experiments.   The BOMAB contained 
57




Co (1.173237 MeV & 1.332501 MeV) and 
40
K. Unlike the point source, 
the BOMAB phantom is an evenly distributed volume source over all 10 containers.  The 
input file was created such that a large rectangular volume source was defined covering the 
whole scanning length.  An exclusion method was applied to simulate particles only present 
within the BOMAB container cells.  Probabilities dictating the starting particle locations were 
determined based on the ratio of each container volume over the total volume (Table 4.1).   
Approximated values of the theoretical PME BOMAB phantom volumes [40] were used in 
the code, due to the observation of specification variation following dimensional 
measurements.  For the BOMAB phantom, a series of monoenergetic simulations were 
completed for each discrete phantom location. The simulation was changed due to the large 
distributed nature of the source in comparison to the interaction of a single event occurring 
within the detector and the inability to apply source biasing from a non-isotropic source. 
 




Gamma emission positioning probability based on cell volume.  Theoretical PME volume values were obtained 
from CANUS Plastics [40]. 
CELL THEORETICAL PME  MCNP DEFINED EMISSION PROBABILITY 
 ml ml  
Head 4344 4350 0.0647 
Neck 1668 1650 0.0245 
Chest 18648 18600 0.2768 
Gut 10061 10000 0.1488 
Left Arm 4619 4500 0.0670 
Right Arm 4335 4500 0.0670 
Left Thigh 7424 7400 0.1101 
Right Thigh 7328 7400 0.1101 
Left Calf 4360 4400 0.0655 
Right Calf 4446 4400 0.0655 
Total 67233 67200 1 
 
4.2.3. SOURCE POSITIONING 
The OPG moving bed WBC detection efficiency acquisition requires a source to be scanned 
underneath the detector.  However, MCNP is not capable of simulating a moving source.  An 
approximated approach was completed by averaging a series of simulations at various source 
positions along the x-axis.   
A cell transformation card TRCL was introduced to move the different source geometries to 
these various locations.  This card can be assigned to any cell on the individual cell card line 
once it is specified in the data block.   The form of the TRCL card is applied as follows, using 
the point source encapsulation as an example: 




Data block: tr1 -2.54 0 0 
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Given the x, y, and z values for displacement in the data block, following the translation card 
number n trn, this card is assigned to the cell required to be moved.  In the example given, 
the translation card number 1 was applied to cell number 200 moving the cell -2.54cm in the 
x-direction. This technique was implemented to easily displace the source in this work in the 
multiple input files.   
The translation of the BOMAB phantom was made by initially defining a large volume source 
region encompassing the scanning positions of the moving bed.  However, the source was 
specified to only emit particles from the volume source regions contained within enclosed 
surfaces, known as macrobodies, defining the BOMAB phantom containers.  Therefore the 
TRCL card was applied to these macrobody surfaces, resulting in the displacement of the 
phantom in subsequent simulations. 
4.3. MATERIAL SPECIFICATION 
Material properties used in MCNP are governed by the molecular compositions specified 
within the data block of the input file. An example of a material definition and assignment is 
provided below, corresponding to the polyethylene used for the button source encapsulation. 




Data block: m256 1000.     -0.143716   
6000.     -0.856284 
The button source, cell 200, is assigned a material number of 256 with a density of 
0.933g/cm
3
, within the cell block.  In the data block, polyethylene is defined as material 
number 256 with hydrogen, 1000, and carbon, 6000, compositions in weight fractions 
designated by the negative sign. If the density and molecular composition were positive 
values, this would correspond to the alternative representations of atomic density and atomic 
fractions.  The values corresponding to each elemental constituent are used by MCNP to 
locate the appropriate cross sections within the accompanied cross section data libraries. Table 
4.2 displays the materials included in the WBC MCNP simulations. 
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Table  4.2. 
 MCNP material specifications used within the simulations.  Density and MCNP photon composition were values 
obtained from the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory.  [48, 49] 
MATERIAL DENSITY MCNP PHOTON COMPOSITION 
 g/cm
3 
ELEMENT WEIGHT %: (-)   ATOMIC %:(+) 
Copper 8.96 Cu 29000 1 
Germanium 5.32 Ge 32000   1 






Lead 11.4 Pb 82000 1 
Aluminum 2.70 Al 13000 1 



























































Polyethylene 0.933 H 
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6000      
7000      





Water 1.00 H 
O 
1000       
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4.4.  PULSE HEIGHT SIMULATION 
To produce the same detector response as the real HPGe detector, the pulse height F8 tally 
was used.  A number of particle histories are simulated, where each starting particle is likely 
to produce secondary particles within the problem geometry due to the material properties 
defined for the model.  When a source particle and its secondary particles interact within the 
detecting cell, specified on the tally input line, the energy deposited is recorded by the F8 
tally.  At the end of the particle history, once these particles are removed from the problem 
geometry through simulated absorption or clearing the problem geometry boundary, the tally 
is scored counting how many interactions occurred within the detector cell.  The F8 tally 
calculates the total amount of recorded energy deposited within the cell, T, by subtracting the 













The number of particles entering the tally cell, K, refers to those particles crossing into the 
tally cell boundary surfaces or those particles created within the tally cell.  Those particles that 
‘depart’ the cell, L, are those that have left the cell through the cell boundary or removed from 
the calculation by absorption within the tally cell. 
4.4.1.  TALLY ENERGY CALIBRATION 
Following the calculation of the total energy deposited, the score is assigned to an energy bin.  
Parallel to the HPGe pulse height spectrum, energy designation of the tally bins is required 
and is accomplished with an E8 card. Using this card, energy bins were manually created 
based on the experimental calibration.  The e8 cards were defined as follows: 
Point Source:  e8 0 1e-5 0.0001602 8190i 2.388271 
BOMAB:   e8 0 1e-5 0.0001602 5030i 1.466672 
The e8 card was defined to have an energy range from 0 to 2.388271 MeV for the point 
source and 0 to 1.466672 MeV for the BOMAB phantom.  Additionally, zero and epsilon bins 
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were included as recommended by the MCNP5 manual [31]. The epsilon bin (1E-5) accounts 
for scores associated with particles that traverse the tally cell without depositing energy.  The 
zero bin is used to account for knock on electrons that are created in the tally region but 
escape, resulting in a negative contribution to the tally at the end of a particle history.  In both 
point source and BOMAB tally energy calibrations, the energy resolution was maintained at 
0.2915 keV/bin.   
4.4.2.  GAUSSIAN ENERGY BROADENING 
A Gaussian energy broadening (GEB) card was used in the simulation to replicate the peak 
broadening characteristics observed in a real spectrum, due to a detector’s resolution.  Without 
this function, MCNP allocates the spread of detected events within a single energy bin.  In 
broadening the simulated peaks, the identical peak determination methods were employed for 
both MCNP and experimentally obtained spectra.  The GEB input card was defined as 
follows: 
ft8 geb a b c 
The MCNP GEB card form requires three values a, b, and c, representing the energy 
dependent FWHM relationship of the detector.  These coefficients are calculated by fitting:  
2)( cEEbaEFWHM   (4.3) 
to the FWHM (MeV) versus energy (MeV) data plot. 
In this study, the Eu-152 energy calibration curve was used to obtain these coefficients as seen 
in Figure 4.4.   The most prominent eight gamma lines of Eu-152, from 60 keV to 1.3 MeV, 
were analyzed for this purpose using Origin 9.0 where a non-linear Levenberg-Marquardt 
(L-M) fitting routine was applied to fit the FWHM function above.  The resulting FWHM 
coefficients are displayed in Table 4.3. 
 




Figure 4.4.  Graph of the detector FWHM as a function of energy with fit, Equation 4.3, to obtain 
GEB coefficients for MCNP. 
 
Table 4.3. 
Resulting FWHM coefficients calculated from Origin fit for MCNP input. 
COEFFICIENT VALUE STANDARD ERROR 
a 4.69189E-4 4.87885E-5 
b 1.2E-4 5.6934E-5 
c 0 0 
 
4.4.3. ORIGIN 9.0 
Origin 9.0 is a graphing and data analysis software developed by OriginLab Corporation.  
This software comes equipped with many features such as curve fitting, peak analysis, signal 
processing, mathematics, statistics, and image processing [50].  The non-linear fitting function 
was used to determine the MCNP GEB coefficients using the Levenberg-Marquardt (L-M) 
fitting routine. This routine, also known as the “chi-square minimization” method, fits an 
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experimental data set based on initial parameters, attempting to minimize deviations from the 
theoretical curve through several iterations [50].  
4.5.  SPECTRAL RELATIVE ERROR REDUCTION  
Following an MCNP simulation, tally results are accompanied with several calculated 
statistical values to help the user determine the reliability of the simulation.  F8 Tally resulting 
values are normalized to the number of starting particles, accompanied by their estimated 
relative errors. These errors are defined as one estimated standard deviation of the sampled 
mean divided by the estimated mean.  A guideline used to interpret these relative error values 
can be seen in Table 4.4.  For the F8 tally, MCNP provides relative error values for each 
individual energy bin, similar to calculating experimental counting error, as well as the tally as 
a whole.  Additionally, a tally fluctuation chart (TFC) is displayed at the end of the output file 
summarizing ten statistical tests MCNP performs.  This chart analyzes the behaviour of the 
calculated mean, overall relative error, variance of the variance, figure of merit, and the 
probability density function slope for each specified tally.  It should be noted that although 
MCNP produces the TFC as a helpful aid, users should take caution and further analyze the 
tally output in order to produce confidence levels of the Monte Carlo calculation [31]. 
The series of position dependant simulations were completed to achieve individual energy bin 
relative errors as low as possible.  The minimum acceptance criterion was set for all the output 
files in this study to pass the ten statistical tests dictated by the TFC.  To achieve these results, 
a minimum of 10
7
 particles were simulated in combination with the variance reduction 
technique of geometrical source biasing. 
Table 4.4. 
 Guidelines for interpreting MCNP relative error [31]. 
RANGE OF RELATIVE ERROR VALUES QUALITY OF THE TALLY 
0.5 – 1.0 Not meaningful 
0.2 – 0.5 Factor of a few 
0.1 – 0.2 Questionable 
<0.10 Generally reliable 
<0.05 Generally reliable for point detectors 
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4.5.1.  HISTORY CUTOFF 
The history cutoff NPS card was used to specify N number of particle histories to track before 
terminating the MCNP calculation.  Initial runs of the simulation were completed with 10
7
 
starting particles for the button source alone, and later RMC2 and BOMAB phantoms were 
also investigated with 10
8 
starting particles.  In MCNP, the larger number of particles ran 
through a problem geometry, the relative error estimates will decrease.  However, the relative 
error calculated is proportional to
N
1  and would require a large number of particles simulated 
for a desired low relative error.  Limitations are therefore created by computing capacities and 
warranted time for simulation runs.  To help overcome these limitations, modified source 
sampling through geometrical biasing was explored for source configurations that included 
the button source.    
4.5.2.  GEOMETRICAL BIASING 
Geometrical biasing with the point source was implemented for better sampling the problem 
geometry in the direction of the tally in the detector.  Geometrical biasing is an artificial 
particle distribution method that allows for isotropic sampling with modified particle emission 
frequency in a particular direction.  This was accomplished by introducing another source 
identifier card with a source biasing line SBn following the initial source definition.  Three 
lines of code were defined in the same format as follows: 







                                                          
SB2 0 
1p  2p   
The SI2 and SP2 lines specify the biasing cone of increased particle frequency about a 
defined reference vector.  The value of  is calculated as: 
 cos  (4.4) 
where θ is the angle from the directional vector creating a solid angle cone with a higher 
particle emission frequency.  The SB2 line assigns the particle emissions within and outside 
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the cone governed by the previous lines code.  At the end of the particle history, MCNP 
compensates for the differing particle frequency between the two regions by adjusting the 
weight of the particles.  These weights are applied to the particle scores used in the tally 
calculation. The weights of these particles are calculated using the ratio between SI2 and 


















For example, consider two different particle histories with the same energy, but differ in 
emission origin (elsewhere versus within the cone), that deposit their full energy within the 
detector tally.  The score of the particle originating within the cone has a lesser weight than 
the particle outside of the cone due to the frequency compensation.  Therefore the score of this 
particle is very small. In contrast, the weight of the particle originating outside of the emission 
cone is large resulting in a large contribution to the tally.     
As mentioned before, geometrical biasing was applied to the button source and RMC2 
phantom configurations where the SI2 and SP2 values remained constant.  However, based 
on the location of the source, varying reference vectors were calculated between the point 
source and the midpoint of the detector face.  An investigation for the optimized biasing angle 
was completed for 10
7
 isotropic particle emission and angles (θ × 2) at of 180°, 90°, 30°, and 
13.5° about the directional vector for bare point source for the point source at x=0.  RMC2 
phantom bias angle simulations were similarly investigated at angles 13.5°, 30°, 40°, 50°, and 
60° about the directional vector in order to account for the potential of high weighted particle 
scattering from the phantom.  The sb2 values, 
1p and 2p , used in all cases were 1 and 100, 
respectively.  In this case, for every one particle emitted outside of the cone one hundred 
particles are emitted within the cone towards the detector face.  Figure 4.5 displays a 2-D plot 
example of the biasing strategy for the point source at x=0, where a higher frequency of 
particle emissions are directed towards the detector face.   
 
 




Figure 4.5.  2-D plot point source simulated biasing at x=0. The majority of the simulated 
particles are seen either hitting the detector or go beyond the detector.  The lower frequency 
particles emitted outside of this cone, with a higher tally score weight, are also apparent on the 
inner walls of the castle legs. 
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CHAPTER 5 
RESULTS & DISCUSSION 
5.1.  ANALYSIS  
5.1.1.  PEAK AREA DETERMINATION 
Within a gamma spectrum, full energy peaks exhibit additional counts associated with 
background radiation and electronic noise.  In cases where the measured source possess more 
than one photon emission energy, scattering of the higher energy photons will  contribute to 
the peak counts of all lower energy peaks.  Although effort is put into minimizing such 
contributions, such as measuring then subtracting a background spectrum, further analysis of 
the photopeak baseline have been employed.  
The net number of counts for each photopeak was determined, for both the experiment and 
simulations, to compare calculated efficiency values.  The peak net area A was calculated by 
subtracting a trapezoidal background area count B from the gross number of counts G between 
two bounding channels. The bounding channels were chosen to be located at approximately 
2.5 FWHM values, centered about the peak centroid channel.  Differing from the 
Renaissance-32 background averaging method, averaged channel values using the five 
channels below the low energy peak boundary L and the five channels above the upper energy 
peak boundary U were used (Figure 5.1).  The background was calculated by weighting the 
mean background counts, or count rates for MCNP, per channel by the number of channels 



























where n is the number of channels defining the peak between lower L and upper U bounding 
channel numbers, m is the width of the bounding background regions, in this study m = 5, and 
Ci is the number of counts/count rate in the i
th
 channel.   
  
 




Figure 5.1.  Peak area determination for both experimental and MCNP spectra. 
The peak net area was therefore calculated as the difference between the gross number of 




























With the increase of the FWHM values as a function of energy the n values used in the 
calculation also varied with energy.  Table 5.1 lists the n values used in calculating the net 
peak areas. 
The peak area determination method used in this study, given above, assumes that all peaks 
were Gaussian in shape.  Although this is true for simulated spectra, experimental factors such 
as incomplete charge collection and electronic noise broadening [51] cannot be incorporated 
into MCNP without the simulation of a “background contribution” response.  As a result, the  
Low bac k ground
 = 5m
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Table 5.1.  
FWHM and number of background channel (n) values used for net peak area analysis. Values were calculated 
following the energy calibration process, which provided a FWHM calibration as a function of energy. 
ENERGY FWHM n 
keV keV Channels 
59.54 0.78 15 
122.1 0.90 15 
661.7 1.37 23 
1173. 1.77 31 
1332 1.93 31 
 
net number of counts within the photopeak may not be truly represented by just a linear 
background subtraction. Built into current gamma spectroscopy software, a variety of peak-
shape functions may be applied to experimental spectra to obtain the net number of counts 
accounting for such background contributions [51].  However, in regards to this study the 
method given by Equation (5.2) sufficed as Gaussian shaping of the photopeaks measured was 
observed. 
5.1.2. MCNP OUTPUT COUNT RATE TREATMENT 
The resulting MCNP F8 tally outputs are given in units of pulses per starting number of 
particle histories, essentially indicating the tally cell efficiency.  To compare the initial point 
source simulations to experimental measurements, the F8 tally results were treated in the same 
manner as given in Equation (5.2), where Ci were the values provided by MCNP for each 
energy bin.  The net area of each calculated photopeak energy was then multiplied by the 
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5.1.3. EXPERIMENTAL EFFICIENCY CALCULATIONS 
Referring back to Equation (1.1), the absolute total peak efficiency is defined as the fraction 
of photons detected over the total number emitted for a given photon energy.  The 
experimental peak areas were divided by the experimental detector live time to determine the 






CR   (5.4) 
The efficiencies were then calculated by dividing the resulting count rates by the gamma 












  (5.5) 
The emission rates are determined by taking the activity of the radionuclide source and 
multiplying it by the photon emission branching ratio BR for the energy of interest. 
5.1.4. ERROR CALCULATIONS 
Peak net area error was calculated by taking the square root of the sum of the gross count and 





























Moreover, the experimental count rate error is then written as the peak net area error divided 














  (5.6) 
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In terms of MCNP count rate errors, each relative error associated with the energy bins within 
the photopeak of interest was multiplied by the resulting calculated count rate.  These values 
were then squared to determine the variance of each bin.  Similar to Equation (5.5), the 
photopeak variance was calculated and translated into the overall peak error at the energy of 





























The level of agreement between the simulation and experiment was evaluated by dividing the 
MCNP count rates by the experimental count rates for each energy peak.  The errors 
associated with the calculated ratios were obtained as follows: 







   (5.8) 
5.2. MODEL VALIDATION 
To address the thesis objective of creating a functional MCNP simulation for efficiency curve 
creation, the modelled geometry of the detector and its environment was validated.  This was 
accomplished by comparing simulated count rates to those obtained through an experiment for 
the button source positioned at the bed height directly beneath the center of the HPGe 
detector.  Simulations were completed using 10
7
 photon particle histories with a detector 
model created from the manufacturer’s specifications. 
Figure 5.2 presents the resulting count rates for the simulated photopeaks.  It can be observed 
that the count rate obtained from the simulation appear higher than the count rates determined 
experimentally for all photopeak energies.  A comparison of these count rate values are 
provided in Table 5.2, where the percent differences of the simulation to the experimental data 










Difference  (5.9) 
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Figure 5.2.  Experimental and simulated photopeak count rate using a detector model with 
manufacturer dead layers and 10
7
 simulated photons emitted isotropically from the button source 




Table 5.2.  
Corresponding count rates for the initial experimental and simulated count rates shown in Figure 5.2. 
ENERGY EXPERIMENT SIMULATION % DIFFERENCE 
keV cps cps  
59.54 6.43±0.04 7.86±0.35 22% 
661.66 9.96±0.04 10.97±0.39 10% 
1173.24 9.87±0.04 10.82±0.39 10% 
1332.50 9.08±0.04 9.98±0.36 10% 
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The largest count rate discrepancy of 22% is seen for the 59.54 keV americium photopeak, 
while at the remaining higher energies a 10% discrepancy from the experiment was observed.  
Similar HPGe detector response studies have also produced an excess in simulated count rates 
in comparison to experimentally obtained values [15, 52, 53], where these discrepancies have 
been commonly attributed to insufficient detector information provided by the manufacturer.  
Moving forward, these studies have opted to adjust the simulation detector model by changing 
the dead layer regions of the HPGe detector.  The application of modifying the detector model 
is considered a reasonable approach due to increased diffusion of implanted impurities over 
time in germanium crystals if they are not kept under cryogenic temperatures [28].  
Furthermore, due to mechanical polishing and etching during the manufacturing process of 
these crystals regions of undesirable surface charge may be formed known as surface 
channels.  The presence of these surface channels affects the electric field distribution 
between the dead layer and depletion region [54].  It should be mentioned that in artificially 
matching the experimental count rate for validation purposes, one compensates for other 
absorbing materials surrounding the detector that may not have been properly implemented 
into the model.  Although adjusting the active volume tally in the model seems to be the only 
method to simulate expected count rates, user discretion is advised when implemented. 
5.2.1. SIMULATION OPTIMIZATION  
Prior to moving onto the dead layer adjustment, optimization of the simulation was conducted 
to artificially increase simulated radiation emissions ensuring reasonable detection sampling.  
Two methods of increased sampling were explored: manipulating the number of overall 
histories simulated and the introduction of directional source biasing.  The effect of increasing 
the number of particle histories simulated was analyzed for a non-biased, isotropic (iso) 




 particles.  Directional source biasing was then explored using 
10
7
 particle histories where the angle of particle emissions about the directional vector created 
between the source and midpoint of the detector was decreased from 180° to 13.5° 
(Figure 5.3).  The two methods, number of particles and directional source biasing, were 
assessed based on the resulting relative error distributions for the simulated photopeaks.  
These relative errors are given with the F8 tally output for each of the energy bins within the 
resulting spectrum.  
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Figure 5.3.  Relative error distribution comparison of simulating 10
7
 particle histories verses 10
8 
particle histories for the four gamma emission energies as a function of the energy bins chosen to 
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Optimization was based on the initial simulation of running an isotropic source with 10
7
 
particle histories, referred to as the reference simulation for the following discussion.  The 
relative error distributions of the simulated photopeaks are shown in Figure 5.3, labelled 10
7
 
NPS, iso.  Analogous to the relative counting errors observed in an experimentally acquired 
spectrum, the lowest error appears in the peak energy bin indicating the highest event 
sampling at that energy.   The expected values of the relative error of a specific energy bin 
follows N1 , where N is the number of particles depositing that particular energy within the 
detector. Therefore, the simulation is assumed to be well sampled when the errors show a 
smooth inverted peak around E0 and increases to larger constant errors for bins outside of the 
peak. 
With reference to the 1332 keV photopeak relative error distribution shown in Figure  5.3, 
there appears to be an absence of sampling of photon interactions possessing energies within 
the energy bins bounding the photopeak.  Considering that the source term of the simulation 
was specified to simulate a mixed radionuclide source, the emission probability of each 
photon energy played a role in the decreased energy sampling of the 1332 keV photopeak.  
The sampling frequency of each photopeak resulting from the GEB term to mimic the 














for a given energy E from the unbroadened energy E0. C is a normalization constant and A is 
the Gaussian width related to the FWHM by: 
2ln2
FWHM
A  (5.11) 
Therefore, the frequency of interactions scoring within a broadened peak energy bin relied on 
the source probabilistically sampling of the photopeak unbroadened energy, E0. 
Overall, the energy bins defining the photopeaks for the reference simulation appear to have 
very large relative errors, indicating an inadequate amount of sampling.  The simulated 
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sampling method was then modified to simulate 10
8
 particle histories (10
8
 NPS, iso) where the 
resulting relative error trends are coloured blue in Figure 5.3.  
From the comparison of the two graphs, it is apparent that the relative errors throughout the 
photopeak energy bins generally decrease as the number of histories increases.  Although the 
decrease in relative error is desired, the computing time required to simulate 10
8
 particles was 
increased fifteen fold, from 20 minutes to 300 minutes.  These simulations were conducted 
using a computer with an Intel® Core™ i7-3520M CPU @ 2.90GHz processor.  In some 
applications, the simulation time of 300 minutes is reasonable.  For the purpose of creating 
moving bed whole body counter efficiency curves, repeated simulations with a translated 
source.  This is required due to the inability of MCNP to simulate a moving source making 
this solution unreasonable due to the overall simulation time required.   
In defining the frequency of the simulated source particles to reflect the emission probability 
of the experimental mixed radionuclide source, it was not guaranteed that the increase of total 
particles simulated would sufficiently sample each of the photopeak energies.   Therefore, 
directional source biasing was attempted such that MCNP follows those particles that are 
more likely to contribute to the final output tally.   A 2-D cross sectional representation of the 
angles simulated can be seen in Figure 5.4.  The purpose of directionally biasing the source 
towards the detector was to efficiently sample the problem geometry surrounding the F8 tally 
cell.  In doing so, the particles that were more likely to contribute to the tally in addition to 
scattering events within close proximity to the detector are followed, while conserving 
computation time.  
 












Figure 5.5.  Relative error distribution comparison of simulating 10
7
 particle histories with 
varying directional biasing angle.  Results are shown in terms of the bias angle, with the isotropic 
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The majority of photon emissions detected are those coming through the front face of the 
detector, within the solid angle subtended from the point source, experiencing very little 
attenuation. The number of possibly detected photons is governed by the solid angle Ω as a 














d  (5.12) 
where d =  40.8cm is the distance the point is away from the detector face, having an exposed 
radius a = 4.5cm at the bottom of the detector castle, the fractional emission area of the 4π 
point source possibly incident on the detector is 0.038.  With this small fraction of the 
isotropic gamma photon emission potentially interacting within the detector, source biasing 
was an appropriate technique for increased sampling.   
The comparison of the relative error distributions of the different biasing angles further 
validate the purpose of directional biasing for better sampling.  It is seen that as the biasing 
angle decreases, from isotropic to 13.5°, the number of the random large relative errors 
disappears in addition to developing a constant relative error in the background energy bins.  
Referring to the 1332 keV photopeak distributions, incomplete lower energy bin sampling is 
missing for angles equal to and larger than 90°.  Once the angle was decreased to 30°, the bins 
appear to show sampling around the 1327 keV energy bin.  The biasing angle was further 
decreased to the face of the detector to obtain the lowest relative error distribution possible. 
The corresponding count rates for each of the mentioned scenarios are displayed in Table 5.3.  
Generally speaking, the calculated count rates remained within 5% of each other throughout 
the different variance reduction methods, indicating the constant output regardless of variance 
reduction implementation.  Additionally, the errors for each of the scenarios are observed to 
also be constant implying the expected sampling distribution amongst the photopeak regions, 
with the exception of the 90° bias simulation at 59.54 keV.    
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Figure 5.6 clearly shows the large relative errors that are the main contributors to the large 
calculated count rate error.  Applying the peak net count rate calculation described in 
Equation (5.2), these two energy bins possessing large relative error values are included.  If 
one were to consider the inverse square root number of particles deposited relation to calculate 
the relative error, it is seen that only a single particle is simulated to be deposited at each of 
the two energies.   































Figure 5.6.  Simulated Am-241 photopeak for the 90° source directional biasing using 10
7
 
particles in terms of count rates with associated errors.   
Table 5.3.   
Count rate (cps) comparison of five different peak modified sampling scenarios to the reference values for 
10
7
 particles with no bias.  












13.5° Bias,  
107 NPS 
59.54 7.86±0.35 8.28±0.11 8.41±0.25 7.63±1.98 8.23±0.046 8.24±0.021 
661.66 10.97±0.39 10.76±0.12 10.92±0.28 10.67±0.15 10.71±0.051 10.75±0.023 
1173.24 10.82±0.39 11.02±0.12 11.08±0.28 10.79±0.15 10.97±0.051 10.96±0.023 
1332.50 9.982±0.36 10.00±0.11 10.33±0.26 10.06±0.14 10.11±0.047 10.08±0.022 
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The final angle chosen for the remaining model validation simulations was 13.5° to create the 
solid angle subtended outwards toward the detector. Although 30° biasing provided low 
relative errors slightly higher than 13.5°, it was anticipated that once the source was placed 
away from the midpoint of the detector the errors will start to increase. Therefore, the 
simulation that initially provided the lowest relative error became the new reference for 
translational purposes.  It should also be mentioned that the scattering of particles with higher 
score weighting is a possibility.  If the biasing region is made too small, the probability of 
scattering of the high weighted particles may occur within close proximity to the tallied cell 
resulting in large relative error values and large scores. One must always be cautious and 
analyze resulting F8 tally spectra.  Especially with implementing both gaussian energy 
broadening and geometrical biasing simulations, proper sampling of the expected energy 
peaks must be determined. 
A similar bias angle investigation was completed in this work for the RMC2 phantom.  As a 
result, the bias angle of 60° was chosen.  Large relative errors were apparent in the 59.54 keV 
peak when the bias angle was made smaller than 60° (Figure 5.7).  The values of these relative 
errors did not reflect the expected N1 relationship for a single, normal weighted particle 
interaction event.  This phenomenon may have occurred due to the inclusion of higher 
weighted particle interactions that may have scattered within the calibration phantom material 
and deposited the energy into the detector cell. 













In this work the probabilities of emissions, p1 and p2, were 1 and 100 respectively. Therefore, 
the weighting of the particles emitted outside of the bias cone possessed a weighting two 
orders of magnitude larger than those emitted within the cone but occurred less frequently.  
Some of the high weighted scattered particles from cesium and cobalt may have contributed to 
the tally within the energy bins used to obtain the count rates for the Am-241 peak.   One may 
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increase the p1 and p2 values for their simulation, and in turn introduce larger simulated count 
rates within the photopeak energy bins due to scattering. Therefore, the user must analyze the 
  
Figure 5.7.  Relative error trends for the point source below the detector within the RMC2 
calibration phantom for the 59.54 keV Am-241 photopeak. 
relative error output of the simulated spectrum to ensure the higher weighted particles do not 
affect the result of their simulation negatively. 
5.2.2. DEAD LAYER STUDY 
A series of simulations were conducted with increasing the outer dead layers to decrease the 
simulated detector response and better match the experimental count rate values.  Recall the 
configuration of the HPGe crystal in the WBC system where the outer dead layer of this 
configuration exists at the face and sides of the rounded-faced crystal.  As mentioned before, 
the defined geometry of the crystal included a truncated cone (Figure 5.8) to represent the 
rounded edges of the detector front face in the model.  Systematic increases of the side, 
corner, and front dead layers were explored as multiples of the manufacturer’s nominal dead 
layer thickness of 0.7 mm. 
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Figure 5.8.  The dead layers at the front (yellow), corners (green) and sides (red) of the 
germanium crystal for adjustment.  The tally region simulating the active region of the real 
detector is shown in blue. 
The effect of increasing the dead layer thicknesses were analyzed for both the bare point 
source and the same source placed within the RMC2 calibration phantom.  The results from 
this study are displayed in Table 5.4 as percent differences of the efficiencies between the 
simulation and experiment data. 
Using the “0.7 mm, all around” output as reference, it can be seen that by increasing all of the 
dead layers results in a pronounced count rate decrease for the 59.54 keV peak for both source 
configurations.  Further investigation confirmed that the front dead layer had a large influence 
on low energy photons.  The unresponsive germanium dead layer at the face of the detector 
provides a region where the majority the attenuation of low energy photons occurs, having the 
largest mass attenuation coefficient of all the materials the photons interact with prior to 
reaching the active volume.  The mass attenuation coefficient for germanium (Figure 5.9) for 
54.59 keV is two orders of magnitude larger than at 662 keV and nearly four orders of 
magnitude larger for cobalt-60 emission energies.  For this reason, it was expected that the 
increase of the front dead layer greatly affected the simulated low energy photon response. 
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Table 5.4. 
Efficiency percent differences for detector model validation with varying outer dead layer arrangements. Two 
source geometries were used: bare point source (PS) and RMC calibration phantom (RMC).  Dead layer 
arrangements were chosen as multiples of the manufacturer’s specifications and are written in the order of 
front-corner-side dead layer dimensions.  
  ENERGY 
DEAD LAYER (mm) SOURCE 59.54 keV 661.66 keV 1173.24 keV 1332.50 keV 
0.7 mm, 
All around 
PS 28% -1% 11% 11% 
RMC 37% -3% 9% 8% 
1.4 mm, 
All around 
PS -45% -8% 3% 3% 
RMC -40% -11% 1% 0% 
2.1 mm, 
All around 
PS -75% -15% -5% -5% 
RMC -73% -18% -7% -8% 
0.7 mm-0.7 mm-1.4 mm, 
Front, corner, side 
PS 26% -4% 7% 7% 
RMC 34% -7% 4% 4% 
0.7 mm-1.4 mm-0.7 mm, 
Front, corner, side 
PS 6% -2% 10% 10% 
RMC 13% -5% 7% 7% 
0.7 mm-1.4 mm-1.4 mm, 
Front, corner, side 
PS 4% -6% 5% 5% 
RMC 13% -8% 3% 2% 
0.7 mm-1.4 mm-2.1 mm, 
Front, corner, side 
PS 3% -1% 1% 1% 








1173 & 1332 keV
 
Figure 5.9. Germanium attenuation coefficient as a function of energy. [55] 
The percentage differences are seen to be at a minimum when all the dead layers were 
increased by a factor of two, with the exception of 59.54 keV.  The comparison of increasing 
the front dead layer by one multiple of the manufacture’s specification (0.7mm-1.4mm-1.4mm 
to 1.4mm, all around) resulted in a 41% and 27% count rate drop for the point source and 
RMC2 phantom source at 59.54 keV, respectively.  Thus adjustments were explored for the 
side dead layer and rounded front edge, referred to in this work as the ‘corner’ dead layers, 
with the front maintained at 0.7 mm in thickness.  Modelling the detector with a side dead 
layer double that of the manufacturer (0.7 mm-0.7 mm-1.4 mm), did not significantly change 
the count rate leading to count rate ratios ranging from 2-5% for both source configurations.  
The effect of increasing the cornering dead layer was observed by comparing the simulations 
with the manufacture’s 0.7mm dead layer all around to 0.7 mm-1.4 mm-0.7 mm and 
comparing the results of combination 0.7 mm-0.7 mm-1.4mm to 0.7 mm-1.4 mm-1.4mm.  
The extra 0.7mm for the rounded face was seen to decrease the simulated count rates between 
21-24% for 59.54 keV, while minimally impacting the higher energies for both source 
configurations.   
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In general, the decrease in the active volume of the crystal is directly related to the decreased 
peak count rates over the whole spectrum. For the higher end of the spectrum, the greatest 
effect on the ratios occurred when the side dead layer was increased.  Conversely, the low end 
of the spectrum was largely affected by increases in the front and corner dead layers.  As 
mentioned before, percent difference observed at low energies can be attributed to the 
attenuation of photons within the dead layer prior to entering the active volume of the crystal.  
Since changes in the side dead layer affects a larger crystal volume compared to the front or 
corner dead layers, count rate effects for higher energies are greatly impacted by changes in 
the active volume size.  With these results, the combination of 0.7mm-1.4 mm-2.1 mm was 
determined to be a reasonable dead layer arrangement, providing count rates within 6% of the 
experiment for the point source geometry.  It should be mentioned that the dead layer 
modification was determined solely based on the source directly beneath the center of the 
detector.  Although further adjustments could be explored to perfectly match experimental 
observations, these discrepancies are reasonable for the anticipation in dead layer thickness 
variability in the future. 
5.3. MCNP MOVING SOURCE CALCULATIONS 
A series of discrete experimental measurements for the RMC2 and the BOMAB phantoms 
were obtained to address MCNP’s limitation of simulating only fixed geometries.  Two 
approaches were used to relate the discrete source location measurements and simulations to 
scanning measurements. 
To truly calculate the efficiency of the moving bed whole body counter, the whole scanning 
length must be considered.  In this work seven phantom source positions (0 cm, ±25.4 cm, 
±38.1 cm, and ±50.8 cm) were measured experimentally and did not include the beginning 
and end of the scan locations.  The beginning and end of scan measurements were not 
completed due to the lengthy measurement time required to achieve a reasonable counting 
error.  Therefore a Gaussian fit was used to extrapolate the efficiencies for the positions 
outside of the measured area, assuming the efficiency of zero at the beginning and end 
scanning positions.  
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In total there were nine simulations for the RMC2 phantom at the same source locations as the 
experiment with the addition of ±5cm source locations.  Simulation optimization was 
conducted with the direction vector, for which the bias angle revolves around, fixed to the 
midpoint of the detector face.  As mentioned previously in the initial simulation optimization 
section, the bias angle of 60° was used as a result of simulations conducted with the source 
directly below the detector.  However, it was found that the peak energy sampling was 
insufficient compared to the experimentally determined response for the ±38.1 cm and 
±50.8 cm locations, leading to large relative errors.   The best output error distribution came 
about when the bias angle was decreased to 50° for ±38.1 cm locations, running 10
7
 particle 
histories and when the bias angle was kept at 30° for ±50.8 cm, running 10
8
 particles.  
Consider the scanning component to the overall efficiency of the moving bed.  The total 
number of counts can be obtained through the integration of the function fitting the count rates 
at each position for the time it takes for the scan to be completed, CRdis.  Using a change of 
variables to integrate the count rate as a function of distance travelled, the count rate can also 
be expressed in terms of the discrete efficiencies εdis multiplied by the source activity A.   
Simplification of the integral based on the constants considered during the scan, the total 
count rate is the integral of the discrete efficiencies multiplied by the activity and scanning 






























Recall that the efficiency calculation required is the ratio between the total number of detected 
interactions to the total number of possible interactions from photon emissions.  Therefore, the 
















  (5.14) 
Figure 5.10 displays the Gaussian fits for both experiment and MCNP discrete efficiencies as 
a function of position.  The corresponding integration areas calculated are provided in the 
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tables below each graph.  To calculate the resulting scanning efficiencies, the integrated areas 
were then divided by the whole scanning length L.  
For the BOMAB efficiencies, as a function of position from the center of the detector, the 
Gaussian shape of the distribution was not observed (Figure 5.11).  It should also be noted that 
the photon simulation strategy changed by this point for the BOMAB phantom.  Simulating a 
mixed radionuclide source for a volume source, such as the BOMAB, requires a large 
computation time in order to simulate enough interactions within the small tally cell keeping 
in mind the sampling error within the photopeak.  Due to the inability of applying the same 
method of source biasing to the BOMAB as was done to the point source, simulations were 
completed using 10
8
 particle histories where each gamma emission energy originating from 
the BOMAB solution was simulated separately.  
In Figure 5.11, the overall trend of the efficiency curve as a function of lateral distance 
appeared to reflect the phantom shape. The efficiency for the head appears at the +102.7 cm 
while the highest efficiency directly below the detector is a result of the chest-gut interface 
position where the chest and gut protrude out towards the detector. Unlike the RMC phantom 
which contained a point source, the radioactive material is distributed throughout the 
phantom’s volume.  Therefore in order to calculate the BOMAB scanning efficiency the 
fitting method was abandoned and the averages of the discretely positioned efficiencies for 
each photopeak energy were calculated. 
The results from experimental and simulated scanning efficiencies are displayed in Table 5.5, 
for the energies present in the quality check button source.  With the assumption that the 
efficiencies were 0 at the beginning and end of the scan, the RMC2 phantom integrated results 
are presented.  In general the RMC experimental integrated efficiencies lie within 9% of the 
actual scanning measurement efficiency.  Furthermore, the MCNP results for the RMC2 
phantom appeared higher than the experimental scan values for all energies within 10% 
except for the 59.54 keV efficiency possessing a value nearly 20% larger.  Conversely, both 
experimental integrated and MCNP averaged results for the BOMAB phantom produced 
efficiencies lower than those obtained in an experimental scan.   
 




Am-241 (59.54 keV) Experiment MCNP
Number of Points 9 11
Degrees of Freedom 5 7
Reduced Chi-Sqr 8.92043E-14 2.26512E-13
Residual Sum of Square 4.46022E-13 1.58558E-12
Adj. R-Square 0.99972 0.99957
Integrated Fit Area 2.32284E-03 2.84767E-03  
Cs-137 (662 keV) Experiment MCNP
Number of Points 9 11
Degrees of Freedom 5 7
Reduced Chi-Sqr 6.99223E-11 2.73454E-11
Residual Sum of Squares 3.49612E-10 1.91418E-10
Adj. R-Square 0.99373 0.99742
Integrated Fit Area 2.06556E-02 1.93092E-02  
  
Co-60 (1173 keV) Experiment MCNP
Number of Points 9 11
Degrees of Freedom 5 7
Reduced Chi-Sqr 4.33715E-11 1.64913E-11
Residual Sum of Squares 2.16858E-10 1.15439E-10
Adj. R-Square 0.993 0.99772
Integrated Fit Area 1.63032E-02 1.68894E-02  
Co-60 (1332 keV) Experiment MCNP
Number of Points 9 11
Degrees of Freedom 5 7
Reduced Chi-Sqr 4.5929E-11 3.40025E-11
Residual Sum of Squares 2.29645E-10 2.38018E-10
Adj. R-Square 0.99145 0.99457
Intergrated Fit Area 1.5348E-02 1.60331E-02  
 Experimental Efficiencies
 Experimental Gaussian Fit
 MCNP Efficiencies 
 MCNP Gaussian Fit
 
 
Figure 5.10.  Gaussian fits of experimental and simulated efficiencies for discrete positions along the 
moving bed track. 
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Figure 5.11.  Position dependant efficiency of the BOMAB phantom for 661.66 keV, 1173.24 
keV, and 1332.50 keV.  
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5.3.1. APPLICABILITY OF SIMULATED SCANNING EFFICIENCIES 
Using the experimental scan, provided in Table 5.5, as the reference efficiencies leading to the 
accepted detection abilities of the whole body counter, the accuracy of the simulated 
efficiencies can be assessed by the criteria of the mean relative bias constraints outlined by the 
CNSC.  For dosimetry services conducting in vivo measurements, accuracy of the reported 
activity determined by the detection system must lie between -0.25 and 0.50 of the 




















where n is the number of measurements in the set and Ai is the value of a single measurement.  
Relating the activity back to efficiency and assuming there was only one measurement, the 





 iB  (5.16) 
where εi is the calculated efficiency and ε is the accepted efficiency. Table 5.6 indicates that 
all of the calculated efficiencies based on the MCNP simulation would provide acceptable 
results to the criteria outlined by the CNSC.  In terms of determining whether one calibration  
Table 5.5. 
Comparison of RMC2 and BOMAB calculated scanning efficiencies for photon emission energies included 
within the button source. 
  
ENERGY (keV) 
PHANTOM  59.54 661.66 1173.24 1332.50 
RMC2 Experimental Scan 1.07E-05 8.70E-05 7.06E-05 6.95E-05 
 Experimental Integrated 1.06E-05 9.46E-05 7.46E-05 7.03E-05 
 MCNP Integrated 1.30E-05 8.84E-05 7.73E-05 7.34E-05 
BOMAB Experimental Scan -- 9.30E-05 7.87E-05 7.57E-05 
 Experimental Averaged -- 8.69E-05 7.46E-05 7.06E-05 
 MCNP Averaged 9.11E-06 8.83E-05 7.09E-05 6.70E-05 
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source geometry is better than the other for the activity estimation of an internal 
contamination, the efficiency results are concluded to be good for individuals of reference 
man size and shape.  
Table 5.6.  
Calculated mean relative bias results based on simulated efficiencies. 
ENERGY BIAS 
keV RMC BOMAB 
59.54 0.218 -- 
661.66 0.016 -0.051 
1173.24 0.095 -0.099 
1332.50 0.056 -0.116 
 
5.3.2. COMPARISON TO CURRENT CALIBRATION 
Simulations were conducted to create a more complete efficiency curve based on the BOMAB 
phantom geometry and to provide an idea of the difference the simulated curve differs from 
the current calibration used.  As the currently accepted whole body counting calibration 
phantom, modification of its geometry within the simulation will be completed to account for 
body variations of those who are scanned.  Referring to Table 5.7, the simulated BOMAB 
efficiencies are within reasonable agreement for the energies above 100 keV based on the 
percent differences.  However, the largest discrepancy of 12.4% appeared for the 59.54 keV 
peak.  These results are as expected as the implementation of BOMAB phantom calibrations 
are designed for energies above 100 keV [40].  
It should be noted that other measurement procedures can be completed in order to accurately 
measure the activity of an americium 59.54 keV contamination.  Taking into consideration 
that americium accumulates within the lungs, lung counting measurements would be a more 
accurate method of activity quantification.  
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Table 5.7.  




59.54 keV 122.07 keV 661.66 keV 1173.24 keV 1332.50 keV 
Current Efficiency 1.04E-05 9.31E-05 8.99E-05 7.12E-05 6.80E-05 











-12.4% -2.1% -1.8% -0.36% -1.5% 
 
As a final result of this work, Figure 5.12 shows a simulated efficiency curve created 
following the process discussed based on the BOMAB phantom at OPG.  For energies below 
the 100 keV threshold dictated by BOMAB, another calibration method may be required 
where simulations with a modified dead layer detector model may be used.  Otherwise, a 
scaling factor may also be implemented to account for these low energy efficiencies.  
Subsequent to future simulations with varied calibration geometries, these curves may then be 
implemented into the activity measurement software of the scanning bed whole body counting 
system. 












































Figure 5.12.  Simulated efficiency curve created from the BOMAB MCNP simulations for the 
moving bed whole body counter in this work. 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
The application of Monte Carlo simulations to produce acceptable efficiency curve values was 
evaluated and validated against experimental measurements for the OPG moving bed whole 
body counter.   This work arose out of the need to address the problem of an efficiency 
calibration process that does not consider the variability in shape and size of those measured 
using the whole body counter.   With the calibration phantoms currently used, scanned 
individuals who are larger than reference man are measured to have a smaller internal activity 
than should be the case.   Therefore, the value of Monte Carlo computer simulations were 
assessed for generating WBC efficiency data using three different source geometries: a bare 
point source, the current calibration RMC2 phantom, and the BOMAB phantom.   This 
process consisted of creating a model of the counting system followed by analysis of the 
MCNPX simulation results.  The deliverable for this work has therefore created the 
foundation to calculate efficiency values for people who differ in size and shape from the 
current calibration phantom using the OPG whole body counter.    
Through simulation-to-experimental count rate comparison, the modelled detector with the 
manufacturer dimensions was observed to be inadequate, producing higher simulated count 
rates than those determined experimentally.   This discrepancy appeared the largest for low 
energy (59.54 keV) interactions deviating from the experiment by 18% and less than 10% for 
the remaining three energies simulated.   Comparable observations have previously been 
reported in similar studies by other researchers using Monte Carlo methods for efficiency 
calculations.   As a response these authors made adjustments to the modelled detector active 
volume to account for efficiency differences.   Therefore, the modelled dead layers of the 
HPGe detector within this work were also modified to better match the experimental count 
rates.   Through this investigation, the front dead layer was maintained at the manufacturer’s 
thickness due to the large attenuation affect experienced by the 59.54 keV peak.   Adjustments 
for the corner and side dead layers were explored in multiples of the manufacturer dead layer 
(0.7mm) and implemented to closely match the calculated count rates to the experimentally 
determined values.   The finalized detector dead layer configuration was chosen to be 
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0.7mm-1.4mm-2.1mm (front-corner-side), where the agreement was within ±3% for the point 
source geometry and ±12% for the RMC2 phantom.   
The optimization of two simulation parameters, number of particle histories and directional 
biasing angle, were also evaluated using the point source geometry.   In comparison to the 10
7
 
peak relative errors, the simulation with 10
8 
particles required considerably more computing 
time, which is not favorable for the multi-simulation requirement of developing these specific 
efficiency curves.  Maintaining the simulation to run 10
7
 particles which produces results in a 
shorter amount of time, bias angles of 13.5° and 60° were determined to be sufficient in 
decreasing the relative errors for the point and RMC2 phantom source geometries, 
respectively.   
Due to the limitation of MCNPX concerning the dynamic simulation of the moving bed, a 
series of simulations and experimental measurements were completed at various source 
locations along the scanning bed length for both the RMC2 and BOMAB phantoms.   The 
moving bed efficiencies calculated were determined based on Gaussian fitting and the 
averaging of the discrete efficiencies for the RMC2 phantom and BOMAB phantom, 
respectively.   Following these simulations, the simulated results of each phantom was 
compared against their respective experimental scans to determine feasibility for 
implementation.   The calculated efficiencies were determined sufficient to meet the CNSC 
mean relative bias limits of -0.25 and 0.50.    
Aforementioned in this chapter, the foundation of creating efficiency curves accounting for 
individual size and shape has been established throughout this work.   Future investigations 
stemming from this project will need to cover the completion of efficiency curves in order to 
create a readily available implementable library.  This could involve work where a family of 
BOMAB phantoms are modelled in conjunction with the WBC model developed in this work.   
Further, one may explore the efficiency curve creation using anthropomorphic mathematical 
phantoms.   These mathematical phantom models are created using a series of computed 
tomography and magnetic resonance images, accurately replicating the human physique to be 
used within simulations.  These may be suitable for this application to assess the efficiency 
differences when an internal contamination is incorporated within humans of varying 
subcutaneous tissue thickness between the source and detector.   The final step that would 
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need to be accomplished is the translation of the efficiency values into GammaVision, the 
spectrometry software, such that contamination activities can be calculated 
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APPENDIX A: MCNPX INPUT EXAMPLE 
POINT SOURCE BELOW HPGE DETECTOR 
c **************************************************************************** 
c                                     Cell Cards                                
c **************************************************************************** 
c === Whole Body Counter ===                                                     
c --- Germanium Crystal ---                                                      
    1    32   -5.32 (-2 -9 -27 10 5 ):(-5 6 10 -3 ) $ Active Volume 
    2    32   -5.32 (-5 1 -6 4 ):(-5 1 -4 -2 ): $ Inner Dead Layer 
            (-6 4 -1 -3 ):(-5 1 4 -2 3 ) 
    3    32   -5.32 (-2 -7 9 -24 ):(-9 27 -24 8 ): $ Outer Dead Layer 
            (-10 -27 8 ) 
c                                                                                
c --- Detector Cup Assembly ---                                                  
    4   200   -1.38 (-14 -8 11 ) $ Mylar Insulator 
    5   200   -1.38 (-14 -11 12 ) $ (Al)Mylar Shielding 
    6    14   -8.96 (14 -15 12 -16 ):(-15 1 17 -16 ) $ Mount Cup 
    7    14   -8.96 (-20 21 19 -22 ):(19 -18 -20 ):(-23 -20 22 ) $ End Cap 
c    --- Vacuum Region of Detector Cup ---                                       
   10     0         (18 -12 -21 ):(-21 12 15 -22 ):(-15 16 -22 ):(-16 -1 3 ): 
            (-4 -3 ):(1 2 -17 -14 ):(-2 -14 7 -24 ):(24 -14 8 ) 
c                                                                                
c --- Air Region of WBC Castle ---                                               
   20   220 -0.001205 (-64 52 -19 ) $ Under Detector 
c 
c --- NaI Detector (Approx) --- 
   30   40   -3.67 (-77 -70 18)  $ NaI crystal 
   31   90   -2.6989 (19 -18 -69):(-69 70 18 -72):(-74 -77 72 70):   
        (-74 75 77 -73):(-74 76 -73) $ Al casing 
   32   0   (-75 77 -76)  $ Vacuum 
c                                                                                
c --- Detector Containment ---                                                   
  100    82   -11.4 (104 -115 113 -101 107 -110 ) $ Pb brick wall layer 
            (-108 :109 :115 :-113 :102 :-103 ) 
  101   104   -7.82 (-116 115 104 -110 -101 107 ) $ Stl plate (bot 
  102    82   -11.4 (-117 116 104 -110 -101 107 ) $ Top Pb Brick laye 
  103   104   -7.82 (-118 117 104 -110 -101 107 ) $ Stl plate (top) 
  104   105   -7.92 (50 -51 151 -150 -156 157 64 66 ): $ Stnls bottom 
            (50 -51 124 -157 -112 114 ):(50 -51 156 -123 -154 155 ) 
  105   119   -1.19 (51 -52 53 -54 55 -56 ) $ Glass window 
  106   256  -0.933 (55 -56 53 -30 52 -19 64 ): $ Polyethlyene Block 
            (55 -56 30 -31 -18 52 ):(55 -56 31 66 -19 52 -54 ): 
            (55 -56 53 -30 19 -61 63 ):(55 -56 31 -54 19 -61 65 )  
  110   104   -7.82 (30 -31 18 -32 55 -56 ) $ Stl barrier 
c                                                                                
c --- Steel Framing of WBC ---                                                   
  111   104   -7.82 (-107 -120 114 51 124 -123 ): $ Bttm Stl Angle 
            (-113 -121 51 114 125 -123 ):(110 -120 -112 51 124 -123 ): 
            (-113 122 51 -112 124 -123 ):(-104 -120 124 51 -112 107 ): 
            (-113 -125 51 124 -112 107 ) 
  112   104   -7.82 (101 -123 113 -120 -110 107 ): $ Connecting Stl Angle 
            (126 -123 -113 51 121 -122 ) 
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c                                                                                
c --- Legs of WBC ---                                                            
  120   104   -7.82 (151 -153 -50 158 -156 157 ) $ -z steel leg 
  121   104   -7.82 (152 -150 -50 158 -156 157 ) $ +z steel leg 
  122   104   -7.82 (151 -153 -158 159 -156 157 ) $ -z steel spacer 
  123   104   -7.82 (152 -150 -158 159 -156 157 ) $ +z steel spacer 
  124   233    -0.65 (151 -153 -159 160 -156 157 ) $ -z wood block 
  125   233    -0.65 (152 -150 -159 160 -156 157 ) $ +z wood block 
c                                                                                
c --- Shadow Shielding ---                                                       
  126    82   -11.4 (181 -182 171 -155 -169 165 -167 160 ): $ -z Pb leg 
            (157 -156 -50 160 -155 153 ) 
  127   105   -7.92 (179 -180 155 -162 -177 165 -167 160 ): $ -z Stls 
            (184 -183 -50 160 -162 155 ):(-177 169 179 -157 161 -162 ): 
            (179 -181 -169 173 161 -162 ):(173 -165 181 160 161 -162 ): 
            (-177 169 156 -180 161 -162 ):(182 -180 -169 -175 161 -162 ): 
            (167 -175 -182 160 161 -162 ):(-175 -180 -177 156 160 -171 161 ): 
            (-157 -177 179 173 160 -171 161 ) 
  128    82   -11.4 (181 -182 154 -172 -169 165 -167 160 ): $ +z Pb leg 
            (157 -156 -50 160 154 -152 ) 
  129   105   -7.92 (179 -180 163 -154 -177 165 -167 160 ): $ -z Stls 
            (184 -183 -50 160 163 -154 ):(-177 169 179 -157 163 -164 ): 
            (179 -181 -169 173 163 -164 ):(173 -165 181 160 163 -164 ): 
            (-177 169 156 -180 163 -164 ):(182 -180 -169 -175 163 -164 ): 
            (167 -175 -182 160 163 -164 ):(-175 -180 -177 156 160 -164 172 ): 
            (-157 -177 179 173 160 -164 172 ) 
c 
c --- Source Encapsulation --- 
  200   256   -0.933 (-200 201)                                                      
c -- Bed --                                                                      
  900   550    -0.1 (200.3 901 902 -903 162 -163 ) $ Styrofoam board 
c                                                                                
c ===  Everything Else ===                                                       
  999   220 -0.001205 #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #10 #100 #101 #102 #103 #104 $ Air 
             #105 #106 #110 #111 #112 #120 #121 #122 #123 #124 #125 #126 #20 
             #127 #128 #129 #200 #900 #30 #31 #32 -999 
c                                                                                
 1000     0         999  $ Void 
 
c **************************************************************************** 
c                                    Surface Cards                               
c **************************************************************************** 
c --- Ge Detector ---                                                           
c Hole                                                                           
    1        cy 0.46  $ Hole radius 
    2        py 10.066  $ Top of hole and Ge crystal 
    3        py 6.560038  $ Bottom end of cylinders 
    4        sy 6.766 0.5  $ Rounded botton of hole 
c                                                                                
c Inner Dead Layer (Hole-Crystal, Dopant: B)                                     
    5        cy 0.46003  
    6        sy 6.766 0.50003  
c                                                                                
c Ge Crystal                                                                     
    7        cy 4.075  $ Whole crystal radius 
    8        py 4.706  $ Crystal length                              
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    9        cy 3.865  $ Inner boundary [3x] 
   10        py 4.776  $ Inner bottom boundary 
c                                                                                
c --- Detector Cup Assembly ---                                                  
   11        py 4.703  $ Mylar layer outer boundary 
   12        py 4.7  $ Aluminum layer outer boundary 
   14        cy 4.081  $ Copper mount cup inner boundary 
   15        cy 4.161  $ Copper mount cup outer boundary 
   16        py 15.2  $ Outer boundary of back of mount cup 
   17        py 14.9  $ Inner boundary of back of mount cup 
c                                                                                
c End cap                                                                        
   18        py 4.3  $ Inner boundary of end cap window 
   19        py 4.2  $ Outer boundary of end cap window 
   20        cy 4.9  $ End cap outer boundary 
   21        cy 4.8  $ End cap inner boundary 
   22        py 15.906  $ Arbitrary end of end cap 
   23        py 16  $ Arbitrary thickness of end of end cap 
c                                                                                
c Rounded bottom of Ge Crystal                                                   
   24        ky 1.431 0.99999999991021 1  $ Outside 
   27        ky 1.62899 0.99999999991021 1  $ Inside [2x] 
c                                                                                
c --- Detector Containment ---                                                   
c Steel barrier                                                                  
   30        px 6.3  
   31        px 7.8  
   32        py 34.68  
c                                                                                
c Stainless steel outside cover, bottom                                              
   50        py 0  $ Outermost stainless steel @ bottom (x, 0, z) 
   51        py 0.1  $ Thickness of stanless steel 
c                                                                                
c Plexiglass - Corners still have to be cut                                      
   52        py 0.4  $ Thickness of plexiglass 
   53        px -6.1  $ Side toward home position 
   54        px 33.9  $ Side furthest from home position 
   55        pz -15  $ Front side 
   56        pz 15  $ Back side                                                      
c                                                                                
c Polyethylene Block - detector sits on surface 18, barrier at 19                
   61        py 5.5  $ Thickness 
   63        cy 5  $ Outer edge of Ge cup 
   64        cy 4.5  $ Inner edge of Ge cup 
   65       c/y 20.955 0 10.6  $ Outer edge of NaI cup 
   66       c/y 20.955 0 10  $ Inner edge of NaI cup 
c 
c --- NaI Detector --- 
   69        c/y 20.955 0 10.5  $ Diameter of detector 
   70        c/y 20.955 0 10.4  $ Thickness of aluminum for NaI - 1mm 
   72        py 13  $ Approx height of bottom portion 
   73        py 15.9  $ Thickness of second part 
   74        c/y 20.955 0 12  $ Diameter of top portion 
   75        c/y 20.955 0 11.9 $ Al casing of top 
   76        py 15.8  $ Al top 
   77        py 13.1  $ Al casing                                                    
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c                                                                                
c Top Pb brick wall                                                              
  101        px 44.6975  $ Pb brick 
  102        px 34.5375  $Pb shield 
  103        px -6.7375  $ Pb brick 
  104        px -16.8975  $ Pb brick               
  107        pz -26.37  $ Outer Pb thickness (-z) 
  108        pz -16.21  $ Inner Pb thickness (-z) 
  109        pz 16.21  $ Inner Pb thickness (+z) 
  110        pz 26.37  $ Outer Pb thicness (+z)                       
c                                                                                
c --- Steel Framing ---                                                              
  112        pz 27.005  $ Bttm stl angle 
  113        py 0.735  $ Pb brick bottom 
  114        pz -27.005  $ Bttm stl angle 
  115        py 41.375  $ Bttm Stl plate of top brick layer 
  116        py 42.01  $ Bttm stl plate of top brick layer 
  117        py 52.17  $ Top stl plate of top brick later 
  118        py 52.805  $ Top stl plate of top brick layer 
  120        py 7.72  $ Bttm Stl Angle 
  121        pz -16.845  $ Bttm Stl Angle 
  122        pz 16.845  $ Bttm Stl Angle 
  123        px 45.3325  
  124        px -17.5325  
  125        px -7.3375  
  126        px 35.1725                                     
c                                                                                
c --- Legs of WBC ---                                                                
  150        pz 51.7398  $ length of Stl plt (+z) 
  151        pz -51.7398  $ length of Stl plt (-z) 
  152        pz 41.5798  $ brick-steel (+z) 
  153        pz -41.5798  $ brick-steel (-z) 
  154        pz 31.4198  $ inner brick (+z) 
  155        pz -31.4198  $ inner brick (-z) 
  156        px 41.2431  $ back of legs (+x) 
  157        px -13.4431  $ front of legs (-x) 
  158        py -57.15  $ Bottom of steel sides 
  159        py -62.23  $ Bottom of spacer 
  160        py -66.4  $ Floor 
  161        pz -36.6  $ outer stainless (-z) 
  162        pz -31.3198  $ inner stainless (-z) 
  163        pz 31.3198  $ inner stainless (+z) 
  164        pz 36.6  $ outer stainless (+z) 
  165        px -180.0306  
  167        px 207.8306  
c                                                                                
c --- Shadow Shielding ---                                                       
  169        py -9.7  $ inner stainless slope 
  171        pz -36.5  $ outer brick (-z) 
  172        pz 36.5  $ outer brick (+z) 
  173        px -180.1306  $ Left Edge 
  175        px 207.9306  $ Right Edge 
  177        py -9.6  $ Top of sheilding and slope (+y) 
  179         p -38.8431 -9.6 -34.5698 -180.1306 -39.7 -31.3198 $ Left slope 
                 -180.1306 -39.7 -36.6 
  180         p 66.6431 -9.6 -34.5698 207.9306 -39.7 31.3198 $ Right slope 
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                 207.9306 -39.7 -36.6 
  181         p -38.7431 -9.7 -34.5698 -180.0306 -39.8 -31.3198 $ Left slope 
                 -180.0306 -39.8 -36.5 
  182         p 66.5431 -9.7 -34.5698 207.8306 -39.8 -31.3198 $ Right slope 
                 207.8306 -39.8 -36.5 
  183        px 41.3431  
  184        px -13.5431 
c 
c --- Source Encapsulation ---  
  200    1    rcc 0 -41.1 0 0 0.635 0 2.54  $ Plastic 
  201    1    rcc 0 -41.06 0 0 0.318 0 0.25 $ Epoxy    
c                                                                                
c  TOP OF STYROFOAM: -41.1cm, same as macrobody 200.3 surface 
  901        py -44.91  $ bottom of styrofoam CHANGED 02/26 
  902        px -54.61  $ left side of styrofoam 
  903        px 46.99  $ right side of styrofoam 
c 
  999        so 250  $ VOID boundary 
 
mode  p 
c **************************************************************************** 
c                                 Material Card                                  
c **************************************************************************** 
c                                                                                
m14   29000.             1  $ Copper, rho= -8.96 g/cc 
m32   32000.                1  $ Germanium, rho = -5.32 g/cc 
m40   11000.          -0.1534  $ NaI crystal, rho= -3.67 g/cc 
      53000.          -0.8466 
m82   82000.                1  $ Pb,        rho =-11.40 g/cc 
m90   13000.              1  $ Aluminum, rho = -2.6989 g/cc [ref: PNNL] 
c                                                                                
m104  6012.            -0.005  $ Carbon Steel, rho = 7.82 gm/cc 
      26000.           -0.995 $ [ref: PNNL] 
c                                                                                
m105  24000.         0.024731  $ 304 stainless, rho 7.92 g/cc [ref: PNNL] 
      25055.         0.024731 26000.         0.841135 28000.         0.109403  
c                                                                                
m119  1000.           0.53332  $ Lucite (C5,H8,O2), rho = 1.19 g/cc 
      6000.          0.333345 8000.          0.133335  $[ref: PNNL] 
c                                                                                
m200  1000.          -0.04196  $ Mylar, rho = 1.380 g/cc [ref: PNNL] 
      6000.         -0.625016 8000.          -0.33024  
c                                                                                
m220  6000.         -0.000124  $ C   Air, rho = 0.001205 [ref: PNNL] 
      7000.         -0.755268 8000.         -0.231781 18000.        -0.012827        
c                                                                                
m233  6000.          0.285714  $ Southern Pine = 0.65 g/cc [ref: PNNL] 
      1000.           0.47619 8000.          0.238095  
c                                                                                
m256  1000      -0.143716  $ polyethylene, rho=0.933 g/cc  [ref: PNNL] 
      6000      -0.856284    
m550  1000.         -0.077421  $ Styrofoam, rho = -0.1 g/cc  [ref: PNNL] 
      6000.         -0.922579   
c                                                                                
c --- IMPORTANCES ---                                                            
  imp:p   1 34r        0             $ 1, 1000 
 




c --- TRANSFORMATION & SOURCE DEFINITION --- 
*tr1 0 0 0 $ Units: cm 
c                                                                                
c **************************************************************************** 
c                                  Source Card                                   
c **************************************************************************** 
c --- QC Point Source --- CHANGED 03/31: Center BIAS (det front) & 10^7              
sdef pos= 0 -40.8 0  erg=d1 dir=d2 vec= 0 1 0                                   
c Source height: -41.1 (Stryo top) + 0.3 (pill box)= -40.8 cm CHANGED 02/26    
si1 L 0.05954 0.661657 1.173237  1.332501  $ Am-241, Cs-137, Co-60 x2  NNDC          
sp1 D 0.363373 0.160147 0.238001 0.238478  $ CHANGED 03/24      
c 
si2 -1 0.992865 1 
sp2 0 0.996433 0.003567 
sb2 0 1 100                                                                          
c 
c --- Count Time [nps] ---                                                       
nps 1e7 
c                                                                                
c **************************************************************************** 
c                                   Tally Card                                   
c **************************************************************************** 
f8:p  (1)   $ Active volume cell                                                 
c                                                                                
c --- Gaussian Energy Broadening Term ---                                        
ft8 geb 4.69189E-4 0.0012 0 $ Origin: GEBFeb13 (Energy_Eu152_140202.Spe)             
c                                                                                
c --- Energy Bins [MeV] ---                                                      
e8 0 1e-5 0.0001602 8190i 2.388271 $ Bins match calib: Energy_140208.clb   
c                                                                                
                                                                             
